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Abstract
Over the course of the past 80 years, semiconductor devices have become increasingly
ubiquitous in everyday life. From constructing mainframes that encompassed entire rooms
during the 1940s, to inventing personal computers in the 1980s, to developing progressively
faster smartphones and wearable technology in the 2010s, the primary driving force behind
the Digital Revolution has been increasing transistor counts, and thus computing power, via
incremental improvements in optical lithography. In 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon Moore
boldly predicted that the transistor density of semiconductor devices would double approximately every 18-24 months. While this prediction – now colloquially referred to as Moore’s
Law – was largely realized for the better part of five decades, progress has slowed as feature
sizes have shrunk below 20 nm and device fabricators have begun to approach the theoretical
resolution limit of optical lithography.
In order to continue feature scaling at the rate Moore predicted, several potential extensions to optical lithography have been presented, including extreme ultraviolet (EUV)
lithography, ion-beam lithography, electron-beam lithography, nano-imprint lithography, and
block copolymer (BCP) directed self-assembly (DSA). Block copolymer DSA is a particularly intriguing approach because existing fabrication equipment can largely be retrofitted to
accommodate device patterning with DSA; on the other hand, EUV, electron-beam, and ionbeam lithography either require cost-prohibitive instrumentation or have significant throughput limitations. DSA technology exploits a unique feature of block copolymers in which they
can microphase separate into various nanoscale morphologies such as spheres, cylinders, gyroids, and lamellae. Cylinders and lamellae are of particular interest to the microelectronics
community because of their direct applications in contact-hole patterning and line-space
patterning, respectively. Although the nanostructures found in bulk block copolymer matexii

rials are naturally unaligned, directed self-assembly techniques such as graphoepitaxy and
chemoepitaxy use a pre-patterned underlayer to guide the BCP features into the desired
orientation.
Despite the promising qualities that block copolymer directed self-assembly provides,
several issues must be addressed before DSA can become viable in high-volume semiconductor manufacturing applications. The Semiconductor Research Corporation (SRC) identified
three critical research needs for advancing DSA in its May 2020 Call for Research. These
high priority research needs include defect improvement through material synthesis, multipitch patterning using a single block copolymer, and implementing vertical orientation. The
work proposed here aims to address these issues by investigating the following questions:
1. Is homopolymer an effective additive for modulating block copolymer pitch? If so,
what are the effects of homopolymer blending on line edge roughness and line width
roughness?
2. Can two or more block copolymers with discrete molecular weights be effectively
blended in order to tune pitch? Does blending multiple BCP populations increase
the measured line edge roughness and line width roughness?
3. What are the root causes of bridge defects found in thin-film block copolymers? Can
structural or energetic properties of either the underlayer or the thin-film block copolymer be tuned in order to limit the frequency of bridge defects?
4. Can enhanced polymer simulation algorithms be implemented to increase the efficiency
of simulations while maintaining overall thermodynamic and structural fidelity?
By designing molecular dynamics simulation routines that target these currently unsolved questions, this work will shed further light into the feasibility of incorporating block
copolymer directed self-assembly into high-volume semiconductor manufacturing.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background

1.1

Optical Lithography
The invention and subsequent development of integrated circuits in the twentieth century

is the signature achievement that enabled the Digital Revolution of the past six decades.
Researchers at Bell Labs first invented the point-contact transistor in 1947, which then led
to the first integrated circuit (IC) which was developed by Jack Kilby of Texas Instruments in
1958 [1, 2]. Despite these landmark achievements, significant development in this realm was
delayed until the early 1970s when semiconductors were first mass-produced for commercial
applications such as home computers and other consumer electronics. Intel released the
first consumer-grade microprocessor in 1971 with the release of the Intel 4004, boasting
a transistor count of approximately 2000 and patterned features as small as 10 µm [3].
The catalyst for the Digital Revolution since this time has been the coupled phenomena of
exponential increases in processing speed and power with exponential decreases in the overall
cost of IC devices. The computing power of such devices can best be quantified by their
transistor density, or the number of transistors per unit area. Upon observing the expansion
of IC development from military applications to consumer devices, Intel co-founder Gordon
Moore predicted in 1965 that the transistor density of integrated circuits would double
approximately every 18-24 months [4–6]. Now widely known as Moore’s law, this prediction
quickly became the development target across the industry, and until recently it has largely
held true [7–10]. Figure 1.1 exhibits the accuracy of Moore’s prediction over the past fifty
years.
Although the microelectronics revolution has been fueled by a variety of advances, the
achievements in lithographic technologies that have enabled dramatic feature size and density
1

Figure 1.1: In 1965, Intel co-founder Gordon Moore predicted that the number of
transistors per unit area on integrated circuits would double approximately every 18-24
months. This prediction has since become known as Moore’s law.
scaling are arguably the most significant in terms of enabling the long-term continuation of
Moore’s law [11]. Traditionally, a process known as optical lithography or photolithography
has been utilized for feature patterning on integrated circuits. The sequence of steps typically
found in a photolithographic process can be seen in Fig. 1.2. First, a photoresist is coated
onto a silicon wafer through a process known as spin coating. Photoresists are light-sensitive
organic materials which undergo a change in solubility after exposure to light. Then, a
light source and chrome photomask are used in conjunction to expose the photoresist in
select regions. If a positive tone resist is used, the exposed regions undergo a deprotection
reaction which make them more soluble compared to the unexposed regions. On the other
hand, a negative tone resist contains cross-linking groups which react upon exposure and
render the exposed regions less soluble than the unexposed regions. After a post-exposure
bake facilitates this change in solubility, the resist is then developed through submersion in
a solvent which selectively removes the more soluble regions of the photoresist film. The
remaining photoresist acts as a mask for subsequent etching or doping steps before it is
ultimately removed from the substrate.
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Figure 1.2: In optical lithography, a sequence of coating, exposure, and development steps
are used to pattern circuit features on a silicon substrate.
Due to limitations described by the principles of optical scattering, the minimum achievable feature size for a lithographic process is a function of the resist materials and instrumentation being used. The minimum feature size, or critical dimension (CD), can be calculated
through the following equation:

CD = k1 ·

λ
,
NA

(1.1)

where k1 is a process-dependent pre-factor, λ is the wavelength of the light source used to
expose the photoresist, and NA is the numerical aperture of the lens. Although the value of
k1 can be slightly reduced based upon design choices made for the lithographic process, it
has a theoretical lower limit of 0.25, yet its practical lower limit is slightly greater [12–14].
Given the limitations described by Eq. 1.1, further reductions in the achievable CD have
been attempted in two ways: reducing the wavelength of the light source and increasing the
numerical aperture of the lens. NA is calculated via the following equation:

NA = n · sin θ,

(1.2)

where n is the index of refraction and θ is the angle of refraction. NA could be manipulated
by either submerging the material in a liquid to increase n, or increasing the size of the lens
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to alter the angle of refraction. Increasing NA comes at the expense of decreased depth of
focus, as described by the following equation:

DOF = k2 ·

λ
,
NA2

(1.3)

where DOF is the depth of focus and k2 is another process-dependent factor. Because of the
inversely quadratic relationship between DOF and NA, significant increases in NA create
challenges in exposing the photoresist through its entire thickness. As a result, feature
scaling has primarily been driven by incorporating light sources of decreasing λ.
Improvements in lithography have resulted from both enhanced instrumentation as well
as optimized photoresist materials. In terms of equipment, improved excimer lasers and
more precise lens systems have enabled optical patterning for features as small as 40 nm.
On the other hand, improvements in photoresist technology has rendered these materials
capable of reacting to ultraviolet light sources of lower wavelengths at rates that facilitate
high throughput. The lithography community’s efforts to develop techniques that are capable
of progressively smaller feature patterning have become increasingly difficult as the target
feature size has shrunk below the 10 nm scale. In fact, 193 nm technology has a practical
lower size limit of approximately 80 nm pitch due to optics-based limitations preventing
further wavelength reduction [15]. Using ultraviolet light at these length scales and producing
materials that can translate such patterned radiation into well-controlled nanometer-scale
relief patterns have become notably complex and expensive [16–18]. In fact, conventional
single-layer lithography is no longer the primary method for manufacturing the smallest
patterns in modern integrated circuits; instead, it has been supplanted by double-patterning
and even more complex multiple-patterning schemes that involve a complicated sequence of
lithography and other processing steps to achieve a single final patterned device layer [19,20].
The ability to continue pattern scaling, by either advancing optical lithography through
smaller radiation wavelengths or extending multiple-patterning schemes, is nearly technically
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prohibitive and is likely already reaching cost-prohibitive levels. Alternative methods for
achieving sub-10 nm patterns are needed to satisfy future industry needs.

1.2

Block Copolymers
In contrast to the notable complexity involved in using traditional lithographic techniques

to pattern large areas at nanometer-length scales, block copolymers (BCPs) have been presented as an intriguing economical extension to optical lithography due to their capacity
to spontaneously microphase separate into different nanometer-scale morphologies including
spheres, cylinders, gyroids, and lamellae. An illustration of these morphologies and their
periodicity is shown in Fig. 1.3. The periodic spacing between these structures depends on
both the BCP’s degree of polymerization (N) and the energetics that govern the interactions between the polymer blocks [21, 22]. While it is an oversimplification, the energetics
governing the polymer block interactions are often quantified using the Flory–Huggins interaction parameter (χ), which provides a simple framework to describe the phase-separation
behavior of BCP systems. For simple symmetric diblock copolymers, microphase separation
into lamellar structures occurs at χN products as low as 10.5, and the structural pitch (L0 )
of these features scales with χ1/6 N 2/3 . By selecting polymer blocks with proper χ and N
values, the product of χN can be sufficiently large to achieve phase separation while simultaneously allowing L0 to reach sizes below 10 nm. This has been demonstrated by a number
of groups including Hillmyer and co-workers, Willson and co-workers, and Henderson and
co-workers [23–31]. Finally, it has been shown in numerous BCP systems that one of the
polymer blocks can be selectively removed using etching processes to produce relief patterns
that can be used in a manner similar to conventional photoresist patterns [32–35].
Due to the low pitch, periodic structures that BCPs can form, they are an attractive material in the lithographic community as semiconductor manufacturers continue to search for
viable methods of patterning consistent features with sub-10 nm spacing at mass production
rates. Unfortunately, BCP microstructures are inherently not aligned to any significant de5

Figure 1.3: Block copolymers can microphase separate into a variety of morphologies. As
the volume fraction of block A increases, the BCP morphology transitions from spheres, to
cylinders, to gyroids, then lamellae. Block A is represented by the blue regions, while block
B is represented by the red regions.
gree in the bulk or in thin films on homogeneous surfaces which render them largely useless for
lithographic applications [36–40]. In order to align BCP features and provide both long-range
order and registration with specific locations on a substrate surface, directed self-assembly
(DSA) techniques such as graphoepitaxy, chemoepitaxy, and hybrid graphochemoepitaxy
methods (e.g., the SMART™ process) are used to template the alignment and patterning of
the BCP by utilizing a prefabricated underlayer to guide the BCP into ordered and relatively
defect-free structures [41–44].

1.3

Block Copolymer Thin-Film Directed Self-Assembly
As shown in Fig. 1.4, chemoepitaxy is a DSA technique that manipulates the chemi-

cal energy landscape on the underlayer surface by patterning guiding regions that interact
preferentially with one of the BCP blocks [43]. The background regions that separate the
guiding regions are designed to produce an overall surface that is nominally neutral energetically with respect to the BCP domains aligned atop it. This design choice prevents one
of the blocks from preferentially wetting the substrate and yielding the incorrect orientation
for the BCP to be used as a patterning mask. When utilizing lamellar BCP structures for
line-space patterning, the guiding regions (i.e., “guiding stripes” or “pinning stripes”) are
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typically designed to be 0.5 · L0 wide to ensure that the stripe width matches the half-pitch
of the overlying BCP. The guiding stripes are typically made up of the same homopolymer
that they are responsible for guiding. Fortunately for device fabricators, the guiding stripes
do not have to be patterned in a 1:1 fashion for the overlying BCP film to accurately follow
the guide pattern, thus allowing the BCP to yield higher feature densities than the guide
pattern. Following this principle, the density multiplication is defined as the number of
full-pitch features that can form between two adjacent guiding stripes [43]. For example,
a 1x density multiplication underlayer has one guiding stripe for every A-B domain, while
an underlayer with 2x density multiplication has one guiding stripe for every two A-B domains. Using this general DSA technique, a BCP is spin-coated onto a substrate with a
pre-patterned underlayer and annealed to produce defect-free, ordered patterns at a pattern
density significantly higher than that found in the original guide pattern in the underlayer.
After annealing, either plasma or a solvent is used to etch away one of the BCP blocks to
leave behind a patterning mask that will ultimately be transferred into the substrate [45].

Figure 1.4: In chemoepitaxial directed self-assembly (DSA), an underlayer composed of
periodic guiding regions and neutral background regions guides the BCP into the desired
orientation. Once the BCP has been spin-coated and annealed atop the substrate, one of
the blocks is selectively etched away to leave behind a mask whose pattern can be
transferred into the substrate.

1.4

Challenges in the Directed Self-Assembly of Block Copolymers

1.4.1 Roughness
Despite the guidance offered by chemoepitaxial DSA to BCP thin films, key areas such
as feature roughness need to be resolved before wide-scale industrial implementation [42].
7

Within the semiconductor community, key metrics that determine the success of a particular
lithographic process are related to the pattern roughness. More specifically, line edge roughness (LER) and line width roughness (LWR) are the primary statistics of interest since it is
well-known that device performance is negatively impacted when the constituent line-space
patterns have high LER and LWR [38, 40, 46]. LER describes the spatial variability of a
single A-B lamellar interface, while LWR describes the spatial variability of the lamellar
width. Schematics of lamellae which contain varying degrees of LER and LWR can be seen
in Fig. 1.5. In well-formed lamellae, short-range high-frequency stochastic fluctuations in
interfacial position occur which cause a small increase in LER without a significant effect
on LWR (Fig. 1.5(a)). However, LER can also persist over large length scales as shown
in Fig. 1.5(b); in these cases the entire lamellar interface “wobbles”. In this scenario, the
measured LER will be relatively high while LWR remains comparatively low; this ratio of
LER to LWR indicates that adjacent lamellar interfaces are highly correlated. An example
of highly correlated long-range, low frequency fluctuations in lamellar structures can be seen
in Fig. 1.5(b). If the lamellae contain both high frequency stochastic fluctuations and uncorrelated low frequency fluctuations, the BCP film will have both high LER and LWR, as
shown in Fig. 1.5(c).

1.4.2 Defectivity
In addition to the issues with feature roughness described in Sec. 1.4.1, defectivity is
also a significant barrier to DSA implementation. Although one would anticipate from the
free energy estimates of possible defect modes that such DSA techniques would produce
ordered structures with vanishingly small numbers of defects over large areas, the current
defect frequency is still too high experimentally for DSA to be a viable alternative to optical
lithography for high-volume semiconductor manufacturing. Three of the most common defect
types found in BCP structures include dislocations (Fig. 1.6(a)), disclinations (Fig. 1.6(b)),
and bridges (Fig. 1.6(c)) [47–52]. Although all defectivity modes are problematic, bridge
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Figure 1.5: Interfacial roughness can have a variety of modes in lamellae-forming BCP
structures. High-frequency fluctuations due to stochastic variance in the position of the
lamellar interface cause a nominal increase in LER without a significant effect on LWR (a).
Correlated, low-frequency fluctuations can also occur, which lead to elevated LER but have
minimal impact on LWR (b). Uncorrelated, low-frequency fluctuations increase both LER
and LWR (c).
defects have become increasingly prevalent as further DSA process refinements have been
implemented. Bridge defects can be identified through a combination of optical inspection
and SEM imaging by observing a perpendicular coupling between two adjacent A-A or B-B
domains [48]. In other words, bridging occurs when chains of one BCP block propagate
across a domain of the opposite block and form a “bridge” between two nearby domains of
the same block type. In order to reduce such defects to acceptable levels for manufacturing,
some understanding of the origin and factors affecting this type of defect are needed to help
rationally guide improvements to future DSA materials and processes.
There have been efforts in terms of both experimental and modeling work directed at
understanding and mitigating such bridge defects. According to Muramatsu and co-workers,
errors in SMART™ process patterning such as improper baking conditions or suboptimal
etching can produce hydrophilic affinity defects in the underlayer, and they suggest that such
affinity defects could be the cause of bridge defect formation in SMART™ processes [50–52].
Unfortunately, bridge defects are not limited to the SMART™ process and instead seem to
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Figure 1.6: Dislocations (a), disclinations (b), and bridges (c) are the three most prevalent
modes of defectivity in BCP structures.
be independent of the DSA process flow used [48–56]. Nealey and co-workers experimentally
developed and implemented the so-called LiNe process flow and also found that bridge defects
are observed in patterns generated by this process [48, 57]. They discovered that the bridge
defect density after both block removal etching and pattern transfer etching decreases with
increasing BCP film thickness in a LiNe DSA process. They suggest that this occurs because
defects in thicker films are more easily resolved during etching and pattern transfer [48].
Unfortunately, due to significant difficulty in experimental metrology and inspection of DSA
processes and the resulting patterned films, this work did not fundamentally address the
origins of such defects. It also did not provide evidence as to whether these bridging domains
were somehow suppressed in thicker films or if the additional etch resistance of thicker films
allowed for the overetch and clean-up of buried bridging regions still present in the phaseseparated films.
Bridge defects have also been observed in the coordinated line epitaxy (COOL) process
[53]. Sato and co-workers used self-consistent field theory (SCFT) modeling to study the
impact of underlayer hydrophilic affinity defects observed in COOL process flows on the self10

assembly of overlying thin films of PS-b-PMMA [53]. They found that both the frequency of
bridge defectivity and the bridge thickness were a function of the underlayer affinity defect’s
size. In addition, they speculated that these affinity defects are experimentally caused by
imperfect wetting during the grafting process used to form the neutral underlayer region
in the COOL process. Such imperfect wetting and failure to graft neutral material to the
substrate surface is thought to leave behind hydrophilic pinholes that preferentially attract
PMMA during the DSA block copolymer coating and annealing processes. Depending upon
the location of these pinholes, their hypothesis is that PMMA can wet the substrate in what
would otherwise be an expected PS domain and nucleate the formation of a bridge defect
between adjacent PMMA domains [53]. Although significant effort has been placed into
replicating bridge defects through various modeling and simulation studies, the underlying
issues that spawn these defects are poorly characterized. In particular, SCFT simulations
can only give insight into equilibrium structures, and currently, there is no guarantee that
bridge defects are equilibrium phenomena. Properly tuned molecular dynamics simulations
can not only elucidate possible equilibrium structures formed during DSA processing but can
also potentially provide insight into the kinetic pathways of bridge formation and annealing
by capturing snapshots of these phenomena in real time.
As mentioned earlier, two critical issues to consider when investigating defects in BCP
structures are the mechanisms of defect annealing and the kinetics of such processes. Henderson and co-workers and de Pablo and co-workers have extensively studied defect formation
and annihilation using molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo simulation routines, respectively. Both groups have shown that the free energy of dislocation defects is quite large,
meaning that the probability of finding equilibrium defects should be highly unlikely from
a thermodynamic perspective and that the equilibrium density of such defects should be
vanishingly small. The fact that these defects are still observed at levels higher than that
predicted from free energy models suggests that observing defects in DSA patterns could
be a kinetic phenomenon, and the presence of significant energetic barriers in the annealing
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pathway to defect-free structures may lead to the observation of some defect types due to
“kinetic trapping” [58–62]. As discussed at length by Henderson and co-workers, several
factors impact both the free energy of dislocation defects as well as the free energy pathway
for defect annealing; these include the energetic driving force for phase separation (χ), mean
block copolymer chain length (N), defect placement with respect to the underlayer guide pattern, polymer dispersity, and density multiplication factor [58–60]. de Pablo and co-workers
have also shown that the kinetic barrier for defect annealing increases with an increasing χN
product. In addition, they have shown that patterning at lower density multiplications (i.e.,
fewer BCP features per underlayer guiding stripe) reduces the energetic barrier to achieving defect annihilation [62]. de Pablo and co-workers also have systematically shown how
changes in a solvent annealing process can increase the likelihood of annealing a dislocation
defect [61]. Although these previous studies are limited to large-scale defects such as dislocations, similar simulation routines can be implemented to investigate the kinetics of both
bridge formation and annealing.
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Chapter 2: Modeling and Analysis Techniques

2.1

Introduction to Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computer simulation technique that numerically solves

Newton’s equations of motion for a system of atoms or particles over a period of time. This
method is useful for studying dynamic, time-dependent phenomena in areas such as biochemistry, materials science, and physics. The governing differential equation for molecular
dynamics equates the force acted upon each particle to the negative gradient of potential
energy. This equation takes the form
→
−
−r ) = m dv ,
F = −∇V (→
dt

(2.1)

→
−
−r ) is the gradient of potential energy, m is the particle
where F is the force vector, ∇V (→
mass, and

dv
dt

is the acceleration of the particle at time t. The potential energy is calculated

by defining a set of inter-molecular potentials for the particles within the simulation volume;
these may include bond potentials, angle potentials, dihedral potentials, and non-bonded
pair potentials. Once the inter-molecular potentials are defined, molecular dynamics simulations are initialized by filling the simulation volume with particles that have a known
initial position and velocity. Next, the system steps forward by one timestep dt, the particle
force and acceleration are calculated based upon the potential energy acting upon it, and
the particle positions and velocities are then calculated and updated for the next timestep.
A variety of integration schemes can be used to integrate the system through time; however,
the velocity Verlet algorithm is used throughout this work.
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The real (i.e., wall-clock) time needed to complete an MD simulation is dependent upon
the simulation size (i.e., the number of particles in the system), the timestep size, and the
desired simulation run time. Because both the length and time scales needed to observe BCP
structural and thermodynamic phenomena such as phase separation and defect annealing are
computationally intractable for fully atomistic systems, techniques are needed to both reduce
the degrees of freedom and increase the simulation step size dt. Coarse-graining systems
decreases the overall degrees of freedom by representing molecules as unified particles or
beads rather than representing each atom individually. Macromolecules such as polymers
can be readily coarse-grained because of the repeat chemistry found at the monomer level. As
described more fully in Sec. 2.2, all of the simulation work presented in Chs. 3 - 8 incorporates
a coarse-grained BCP model in order to observe phenomena which are inaccessible when
simulating fully atomistic systems.

2.2

Coarse-Grained Block Copolymer Model
A previously developed coarse-grained BCP model was used for all of the MD simulations

presented in Chs. 3 - 8 [63]. In this model, all BCP chains are composed of unified beads
or atoms that are effectively equivalent to four monomers, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The model
contains this degree of coarse-graining because it is greater than or equal to the statistical segment length of lithographically relevant BCP constituents such as poly(styrene) and
poly(methyl methacrylate) [64–66].
As shown in Fig. 2.2(a), a harmonic bond potential couples two consecutive beads i and
j as constituents of a polymer chain. This potential takes the form

VB (rij ) =

1
· kB,ij · (rij − r0,ij )2 ,
2

(2.2)
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Figure 2.1: The block copolymer (BCP) model used in this study is a coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (MD) model in which four monomers are modeled as a single bead as
constituents of a freely-rotating chain.
where VB (rij ) is the harmonic bond potential, kB,ij is the bond force constant, rij is the actual
bond length, and r0,ij is the equilibrium bond length. In this work, kB,ij = 100

kcal
,
mol·nm2

and

r0,ij = 0.82 nm.
In addition to the harmonic bond potential, a harmonic angle potential on the angle θijk
models bond-angle vibration between a triplet of beads i, j, and k. This potential takes the
form

VA (θijk ) =

1
· kA,ijk · (θijk − θ0,ijk )2 ,
2

(2.3)

where VA (θijk ) is the harmonic angle potential, kA,ijk is the angle force constant, θijk is the
actual angle, and θ0,ijk is the equilibrium angle. In this work, kA,ijk = 5
2π
3

kcal
mol·rad 2

and θeq =

rad, or 120°. The harmonic angle potential can be seen in Fig. 2.2(b).
Lastly, as shown in Fig. 2.2(c), each pair of beads i and j that is neither bonded nor part

of the same harmonic angle potential is acted upon by a non-bonded pair potential of the
form
"
VLJ (rij ) = ϵij ·

RMin,ij
rij

8


−2·

RMin,ij
rij

4 #
,

(2.4)
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where VLJ (rij ) is the non-bonded potential, ϵij is the strength of the non-bonded interaction,
Rmin,ij is the radius of minimum energy (i.e., the equilibrium distance between i and j), and
rij is the actual distance between the two beads. The functional form of the non-bonded
pair potential is similar to that of the Lennard-Jones potential; however, the exponents of
the repulsive and attractive terms are reduced to 8 and 4, respectively. This pair potential
modification has two primary effects. First of all, it broadens the width of the energetic
well which effectively allows beads to rest at an energetic equilibrium over a small range
of radii centered about Rmin rather than constraining all beads to rest precisely at Rmin .
Additionally, it softens the restorative force on non-bonded beads which accommodates
small degrees of overlap. This behavior is desired for coarse-grained systems, whereas the
conventional Lennard-Jones potential is appropriate for fully atomistic models.

Figure 2.2: Three potentials act upon the model used in this work: a harmonic bond
potential (a), harmonic angle potential (b), and non-bonded potential (c). The dark arrows
depict the force vectors. In (c), the non-bonded potential force vectors are acting upon the
blue bead.
Throughout this work, Rmin,AA = Rmin,BB = Rmin,AB = 1.26 nm and ϵAA = ϵBB = 0.5

kcal
.
mol

As detailed in Sec. 2.2.1, the value of ϵAB describes the non-bonded interactions between
opposing polymer block types and is used to tune the effective χ value in these BCP systems.
A variety of χ values were modeled throughout this work in order to simulate varying degrees
of segregation strength between opposing blocks. The non-bonded potential has a cutoff
radius of Rcut = 4 nm, meaning that VLJ (rij ) is set to zero for bead pairs in which rij ≥ Rcut .
Unless otherwise noted, the linear diblock copolymer chains used in this work had symmetric composition, meaning that each chain contained an equal number of “A” beads and
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“B” beads, yielding an overall 50:50 A:B volume ratio. Every bead in the system had a
mass of 418.4 Da. As detailed further in Sec. 2.3, the BCP systems were built using customwritten MATLAB routines that pack polymer chains into a predefined simulation volume.
MD simulations were executed using HOOMD-blue on USF’s high-performance GPU-based
computing cluster [67, 68]. Simulation results were then visualized in Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) and analyzed through a series of custom-built MATLAB scripts [69].

2.2.1 Modeling χ
As described extensively by Peters, the relationship between χ and ϵAB for this BCP
model was empirically found by fitting simulated x-ray scattering results to Liebler’s theory
for BCP scattering and subsequently extrapolating the structure factor from a mixed to
phase-separated state [70]. As shown in Eq. 2.5, χ is inversely proportional to ϵAB . This
equation takes the form
#


1
· ϵAA + ϵBB − ϵAB ,
χ=z·
2
"

(2.5)

where z is the coordination number as defined by Flory [21, 71]. During the development
of this BCP model by Peters and coworkers, BCP simulations were run with varying ϵAB
parameters. Next, the resulting scattering profiles were fit to Liebler’s theory to calculate
the χ value for each ϵAB condition. The empirically fit χ values were plotted against ϵAB
using Eq. 2.5, and z was found by calculating the slope of this linear fit. Peters also found
that z may become a function of N for short chain lengths due to the impact that chain ends
have on interfacial packing. The relationship between z and chain length was found to be


 2.87 ln (N) − 7.61, N ≤ 115
z=

 6.05,
N > 115

(2.6)

where N is the BCP chain length in total monomer units [70]. Using the above equations
and empirical fits, ϵAB values were chosen to simulate the desired effective χ value.
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2.3

Generating Initial States
Two primary BCP system types were modeled in the MD simulations described through-

out this work: bulk systems (Sec. 2.4.2) and thin films (Sec. 2.4.3). Bulk simulations are
generally used to parameterize material properties of interest for the BCP system such as its
equilibrium pitch size (L0 ) or its phase behavior. On the other hand, thin-film simulations are
more useful in a lithographic context because they model the DSA of BCP thin films atop a
substrate. By directly modeling the DSA process in a way that’s analogous to experimental
DSA procedures, meaningful statistics such as line edge roughness, line width roughness,
and defectivity frequency can be readily measured for an array of BCP systems. However, in
the case of both bulk and thin-film simulations, the BCP system can be initialized in either
a mixed or pre-aligned state depending on the measurements of interest.

2.3.1 Mixed State Configurations
In an initially mixed state, the first bead of a polymer chain (i) is placed randomly
within the pre-defined simulation volume. The second bead (j) is then placed randomly at
a distance equivalent to the equilibrium bond length (r0,ij ). The third bead (k) is placed at
a distance r0,ij from bead j, with the additional constraint that the angle between beads i,
j, and k is equivalent to the equilibrium angle (θ0,ijk ). All subsequent beads of the polymer
chain are placed such that the constraints of the equilibrium bond length and equilibrium
angle are met for every pair and triplet of beads within the chain until the pre-defined
chain length (N) is reached. The simulation volume is packed with chains following the
above constraints until the critical bead density (ρ0 ) is reached. Throughout this work,
ρ0 = 1.35

beads
nm3

to be consistent with the density of lithographically relevant BCP materials

such as polystyrene-b-poly(methyl methacrylate). Because individual chains are generated
using a random walk approach rather than a self-avoiding walk as successive chains are
placed randomly throughout the simulation volume, the initial configuration may contain
overlapping beads. Bead overlap is a common source of failure in MD simulations due to
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the strongly repulsive non-bonding force between overlapping beads. To avoid this mode of
simulation failure, a two-step minimization approach is employed. Additional details of this
minimization protocol can be found in Sec. 2.4.1.

2.3.2 Pre-Aligned Configurations
The configuration protocol for pre-aligned initial states is similar to that for mixed initial states; however, additional constraints are placed on each chain. After each chain is
constructed via a random walk approach, the chain is then reoriented according to its radius of gyration such that the primary axis of its radius of gyration tensor is oriented in
the x-dimension, the secondary axis is oriented in the y-dimension, and the tertiary axis is
oriented in the z-dimension. Additionally, the center of mass of each chain is shifted so that
it sits within the plane of an anticipated A-B lamellar interface, with the A and B blocks of
the chain oriented to lie within the expected A and B domains of the BCP system.

2.4

Typical Simulations

2.4.1 Energy Minimization Protocol
As discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, all simulations must undergo energy minimization before MD
can be executed. The minimization protocol used throughout this work contains two steps.
The first minimization step gently separates beads that were placed too closely together
during the initialization procedure. This is done by first setting Rmin,ij to a low value (Rmin,ij =
1.0×10−3 nm) in order to reduce the strongly repulsive effects of the non-bonded potential at
small radii, as seen in Eq. 2.4. A series of short minimization steps (50 timesteps each) is then
completed, increasing Rmin,ij in increments of ∆Rmin,ij = 5.0 × 10−3 nm until the final value of
Rmin,ij = 1.26 nm is reached. These minimizations are performed using the HOOMD FIRE
(Fast Inertial Relaxation Engine) minimizer (input parameters: dt = 5×10−6 , ftol = 1×10−2 ,
Etol = 1 × 10−7 , finc = 1.99, fdec = 0.8, alphastart = 0.01, and falpha = 0.9) [72].
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The second minimization step acts as a more generic minimizer which is run at the final
Rmin,ij values for the BCP system. This minimization runs for 20,000 timesteps using the
HOOMD FIRE minimizer with mostly default input parameters (modified input parameters:
dt = 5 × 10−4 , ftol = 1 × 10−2 , and Etol = 1 × 10−7 ) [72]. Because the run-time for this
minimization step is considerably longer than the first step, the force per particle should
meet the convergence criteria after the two-step minimization sequence as most non-bonded
interactions should be at or near Rmin,ij . During both minimization steps, ϵAA = ϵBB = ϵAB =
0.5

kcal
,
mol

yielding an effective χ value of 0. This allows the BCP system to behave as a

homopolymer during the minimization process and prevents unrealistic density fluctuations
that may arise from artifacts in the initial configuration.

2.4.2 Bulk Simulations
Bulk BCP systems have periodic boundary conditions in the x, y, and z dimensions,
meaning that periodic images of the original simulation cell extend infinitely in all three
dimensions. Periodic boundaries are commonly used in MD and prevent finite size and
boundary effects which are observed in fixed boundary simulations. Most commonly, bulk
simulations were used in this work to measure the equilibrium pitch (L0 ) of the BCP systems
of interest, whether they were BCP/homopolymer blends (Ch. 3 and Ch. 4), BCP blends of
varying molecular weight (Ch. 5), or pure, monodisperse BCP systems with varying material
properties such as χ and N (Chs. 6 - 8). In cases where L0 was the property of interest, the
bulk BCP systems were initialized in a pre-aligned state as described in Sec. 2.3.2 to reduce
the required simulation time and to ensure that the BCP lamellae were oriented along the
x-axis of the simulation box. Unless otherwise noted, the bulk simulations in this work were
constructed with dimensions of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where Lest is the estimated pitch
of the BCP system.
After undergoing the minimization procedure described in Sec. 2.4.1, all bulk BCP systems underwent MD in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble, in which the number of
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particles/beads (N), system pressure (P), and temperature (T) are held constant; however,
the system volume is allowed to fluctuate. Throughout this work, the standard HOOMD
NPT integrator was used to perform NPT integration via the MTK barostat-thermostat.
In all bulk simulations, the setpoint temperature was T = 500 K, the controller coupling
constant was τ = 0.2 timesteps, the pressure setpoint was P = 1 atm, the pressure coupling constant was τ P = 20 timesteps, and the integration timestep was dt = 0.05 ps. The
y-dimension (parallel to the lamellar interfaces) and z-dimension (perpendicular to the substrate interface and through the vertical thickness of the BCP film) in each simulation volume
were coupled, while the x-dimension (orthogonal to the lamellar interfaces) was allowed to
fluctuate independently. This was done so that volume fluctuations in the simulation box
primarily would primarily occur in the x-dimension, allowing the system to relax and reach
L0 relatively quickly. Using an example NPT simulation, Fig. 2.3(a) shows the fluctuations in
the x-dimension, while Fig. 2.3(b) shows the coupled fluctuations in the y and z-dimensions.

Figure 2.3: Bulk NPT simulations were frequently used to determine the BCP system’s
equilibrium pitch (L0 ). The x-dimension varied independently of the y and z-dimensions to
allow the lamellae to relax to L0 (a). The y and z-dimensions were initialized to the same
size and varied equally with one another due to being coupled (b).
Once equilibrated, the x-dimension of the simulation box was averaged over the final portion of the simulation and divided by 5 (i.e., corresponding to the number of A-B domains
across the simulation volume) to determine L0 for each simulation replicate. Multiple replicates were completed per BCP system, and the results were averaged to determine the final
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L0 value for each system. The calculated L0 for the BCP system of interest was then applied
during the construction of the subsequent thin-film simulations described in Sec. 2.4.3. An
example of a bulk BCP system used in these simulations is shown in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Bulk NPT simulations were used to determine the equilibrium pitch (L0 ) of
each BCP system being investigated. L0 refers to the equilibrium spacing of one combined
A-B domain, while the domain spacing or half-pitch refers to the equilibrium spacing of
only one block. Block A is represented by the red beads, while block B is represented by
the blue beads.

2.4.3 Thin-Film Simulations
The two components of the thin-film simulations used throughout this work are the
chemoepitaxial underlayer described in Sec. 2.4.3.1 and the overlying thin-film BCP. Thinfilm BCP systems have periodic boundary conditions in the x and y dimensions; however,
they are finite in the z-dimension. Periodicity in the z-dimension is effectively avoided
by elongating the simulation volume above the thin film in order to create a vacuum and
prevent interactions across this boundary between the BCP film and substrate. The BCP
film thickness varied depending upon the BCP system and statistics of interest, but in general
they were designed to be 1 − 1.25 · L0 in thickness to be consistent with the film thicknesses
used experimentally. The BCP film’s initial configurations were generated following the
protocol described in Sec. 2.3. Pre-aligned films were used when interfacial statistics were
of interest, as seen in Chs. 3 - 5; meanwhile, mixed-state films were used to simulate full
thermal annealing and investigate defectivity, as described in Chs. 6 - 8. The x-dimension
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of the thin-film systems was designed to be an integer multiple of the BCP’s natural pitch
(generally 6·L0 ) to be consistent with the underlayer dimensions and ensure the primary axis
of phase separation occurred along the x-axis. Meanwhile, the y and z dimensions varied
depending upon the BCP system and statistics of interest. Once the thin-film BCP and
chemoepitaxial underlayer were independently generated, they were arranged so that the
film was placed 1.5 nm above the underlayer. This small buffer prevents density fluctuations
that may arise due to inhomogeneities in the initial configuration.
After undergoing the minimization procedure described in Sec. 2.4.1, all thin-film simulations underwent MD in the canonical (NVT) ensemble, in which the number of particles/beads (N), total system volume (V), and temperature (T) are held constant; however,
the system pressure is allowed to fluctuate. The standard HOOMD NVT integrator was
used to perform NVT integration via the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. In all thin-film simulations, the setpoint temperature was T = 500 K, the controller coupling constant was τ =
0.2 timesteps, and the integration timestep was dt = 0.05 ps. After completing multiple
replicates for each system condition, the trajectory data for each simulation was analyzed,
as described in Sec. 2.5. An example of a thin-film BCP system used in these simulations is
shown in Fig. 2.5.

2.4.3.1

Patterning Chemoepitaxial Underlayers

Throughout this work, the chemoepitaxial underlayer was modeled as linear brush polymers grafted onto a substrate. Although experimental chemoepitaxial DSA process flows
such as LiNe flow use cross-linked mats rather than polymer brushes to pattern the guiding
stripes, the guiding stripes here were also modeled as polymer brushes to eliminate the effects
of factors such as crosslink density and underlayer chain rigidity on DSA in the overlying
BCP film. In this way, the surface presented to the BCP thin film was architecturally identical in that the entire underlayer was composed of surface-grafted linear polymer brushes.
Each brush consists of a seven-bead (N = 28) chain that has one end fixed in space; this
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Figure 2.5: Thin-film NVT simulations were used to model block copolymer directed
self-assembly (DSA) atop a substrate with a chemoepitaxial underlayer. Block A is
represented by the red beads, while block B is represented by the blue beads.
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was done so that the brush behaves as if it were tethered to a substrate which prevents
the underlayer chains from diffusing within the system during simulated thermal annealing.
The brushes are composed of the same bead types that constitute the thin-film BCP, and
they are grafted with a surface density of 0.44

beads
nm3

to be consistent with the known den-

sity of such polymer brush coatings. An additional layer of fixed beads lies below the fixed
underlayer chain ends to prevent the brush’s free chain ends from penetrating through the
substrate interface. This additional layer of beads was also patterned along a square grid
with a surface density of 0.44

beads
,
nm3

though this layer is slightly offset from the fixed chain

ends. Chemoepitaxy was modeled by assigning bead types to the underlayer beads based
on their position. The simulated underlayers in this study were composed of an alternating pattern of highly preferential guiding stripes and neutral background regions. Unless
otherwise noted, the underlayer was patterned to have a 2x density multiplication. This
means that the guiding stripe has a width of 0.5 · L0 , and the neutral region has a width of
1.5 · L0 . The guiding stripes were composed of 100% A-type beads. Meanwhile, in the case
of 2x density multiplication patterning, the background regions were modeled as random
copolymer brushes with a background composition (fA = 13 ), meaning that 33.3% of beads in
the background were of type A. This background composition has been previously shown by
both Nealey and co-workers and Henderson and co-workers to be the energetically optimal
surface for BCP alignment in 2x density multiplication patterning because this is the point
at which both interfacial free energy between the BCP film and the underlayer is minimized
and the potential for film undercutting is mitigated [73, 74].

2.5

Thin-Film Simulation Analysis

2.5.1 Generating Images
Although VMD is a useful tool for rendering three-dimensional images of individual
simulations, a high-throughput image analysis toolkit is needed to quickly generate dozens
of simulation snapshots for subsequent roughness or defectivity analysis. Using MATLAB,
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the effective equivalent of an SEM image can be generated by producing a two-dimensional
grayscale image of the local bead concentration of the thin-film BCP. This was done by
making an evenly-spaced 1Å x 1Å square grid over the film. When generating a top-down
image, this grid was applied to the x-y plane parallel to the top surface of the BCP film and
averaging local concentration through the z-dimension; meanwhile, cross-sectional images
were also generated by applying the grid to the x-z plane of the film and averaging local
concentration through the y-dimension (i.e., along the length of the lamellae). The local
bead concentration was calculated by counting the number of each bead type within a 1 nm
radius of every grid point; this could either be done throughout the entire film thickness or
specific slices of the film if particular regions were of interest. Once the total bead counts
for each grid point were calculated, the local concentration was found by calculating the
number fraction of type A-equivalent beads at each grid point (sum of type A-equivalent
beads divided by the total bead count for that grid point). Next, the grayscale image of the
BCP film was generated by assigning a value between zero (corresponding to 100% B beads)
and one (corresponding to 100% A beads) for each grid point and creating a two-dimensional
matrix of the local bead concentration. A comparison between the top-down VMD rendering
of a BCP film and the equivalent top-down grayscale image can be seen in Fig. 2.6.

2.6

Calculating Roughness
Because LER and LWR can be calculated in either the spatial domain, as described

in Sec. 2.6.1 or in the frequency domain, as described in Sec. 2.6.2, both approaches are
performed, and their results are compared. Although spatial metrology can capture the
absolute magnitude of LER and LWR in a BCP thin film, it does not differentiate between
low and high frequency modes of roughness. The PSD parameters PSD(0) and correlation
length (ξ) are able to characterize the roughness frequency, as PSD(0) gives an inherent
magnitude to low frequency roughness, while ξ describes the length over which PSD(0)
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Figure 2.6: Individual thin-film simulation states are rendered using VMD (a). Grayscale
z-averaged top-down images are generated for all simulation states using MATLAB and are
used in subsequent analysis steps (b). Block A is represented by the red beads in (a) and
the white regions in (b), while block B is represented by the blue beads in (a) and the
black regions in (b).
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persists. As seen in Fig. 2.7, two films can have the same LER but different frequencies of
roughness.

2.6.1 Spatial Domain LER/LWR Calculation
After the simulation completed, a top-down (i.e., in the x-y plane) grayscale image of the
local A-bead BCP concentration was generated for the film depths of interest, as described
in Sec. 2.5.1. Next, a contour plot was produced to determine the points at which the local
A-bead concentration (fA ) is equal to 0.5, which is used to identify the A-B interface. This
contour plot was made by grouping a grid point in the grayscale image with its nearest
neighbors and interpolating to an fA value of 0.5. This method ensures that at least one of
the position coordinates along the contour is an integer value. The interfacial points identified by the contour plot were stored and arranged so that points of a similar interface type
(guided/pinned or unguided/unpinned) were grouped together. Guided or pinned lamellar
interfaces are defined as interfaces atop a guiding or pinning stripe, while unguided or unpinned lamellar interfaces are defined as those which lie over the background region. Due
to the mapping of the grid described in Sec. 2.5.1, points along the interface were evenly
spaced by 1Å.
For an individual interface, the standard deviation (σLER ) of the x-position of the interfacial points was calculated, and the LER is reported as (3·σLER ). To calculate the LWR of the
simulation, the y-coordinates of each interfacial point were paired with the y-coordinates of
the adjacent lamellae’s interfacial points. Next, the absolute difference of the x-coordinates
was calculated to determine the lamellar width. The standard deviation (σLWR ) of the lamellar widths was calculated, and the LWR is reported as (3·σLWR ). As discussed in Sec. 2.6, this
method of LER and LWR calculation describes the magnitude of roughness; however, it does
not provide insight into the frequency of the roughness. To determine the type of roughness
in BCP thin films and characterize the roughness frequency quantitatively, a power spectral
density (PSD) curve must be generated.
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2.6.2 Frequency Domain LER/LWR Calculation
PSD curves of annealed BCP thin films were generated in MATLAB by computing the
fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the interfacial positions in each simulation. Stitching multiple simulations together and parameterizing the PSD curve introduced significant noise
into the system, so the PSD curve was generated separately for all interfaces of each set
of initial conditions. The PSD curves of individual interfaces were then averaged over all
like-interfaces (guided/pinned or unguided/unpinned) in the simulation in addition to the
like-interfaces of replicate simulations [75–77].
The parameters of interest in these PSD curves are correlation length (ξ) and PSD(0).
These parameters are depicted in Fig. 2.7 along with two PSD curves for lamellae interfaces
(depicted in inset). The PSD curves of a single interface are quite rough; however, the
averaged PSD curves are much smoother. Fitting the two parameters requires fitting both
a flat horizontal line and a sloped line to the data. The two lines were connected by a pivot
point that was determined through the following method. First, an assumed pivot point was
declared, and the points of lower frequency were fit by the horizontal line, while the points
of higher frequency were fit to the sloped line. The points were fit using a root mean squared
(RMS) error method. The RMS error was then calculated between the data set and the two
lines; the assumed pivot point was then increased in frequency. The actual pivot point was
determined by finding the combined fit with the lowest RMS error. The horizontal line was
fit to roughly ten points, while the sloped line was fit to many more. Because of this, the
points fit by the horizontal line were given a weighted value of ten times that of the sloped
line’s fitted points. As shown in Fig. 2.7, the low frequency PSD data is fit to a horizontal
line, and the PSD value of this line is defined as PSD(0). The intersection of the two fitted
lines is taken, divided by 2 · π, and inverted to produce ξ.
Once the PSD(0) and ξ values are determined for the condition set, the LER is easily
calculated. As discussed by Mack and coworkers, the area under the PSD curve is estimated
as the variance of roughness [75, 77]. Using the trapezoidal rule, the area under the param29

Figure 2.7: Although two lamellae interfaces may have the same LER (inset, red and
blue), the modes of roughness may vary. PSD curves were generated for each interface (red
and blue, respectively, and key parameters such as PSD(0) and ξ are calculated.
eterized PSD curve was calculated. The square root of this value was taken to produce the
standard deviation of roughness (σLER ), and LER is reported as (3 · σLER ). LWR was calculated using the same technique, except lamellar width data was used rather than individual
interfacial data to generate the initial PSD curve.

2.7

Measuring Defectivity
Defectivity in thin-film BCP structures is the primary topic discussed throughout Chs. 6

- 9. Two different protocols were used for assessing defectivity: one for characterizing bridge
defectivity (Sec. 2.7.1) and another for quantifying large-scale defects such as dislocations
and disclinations (Sec. 2.7.2). Combining both analysis techniques is useful in determining
the dependency of bridge stability on the presence of other large defects in the film.

2.7.1 Analysis of Bridge Propagation
Once the simulated thermal annealing process was complete, grayscale images were generated as described in Sec. 2.5.1 to capture periodic snapshots of the simulation state while
annealing. However, in the case of bridge defect analysis, local B-bead concentration is of in-
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terest, meaning that for a given depth through the BCP film in each grid square, the fraction
of B-beads (fB ) in the rectangular volume was calculated and used to produce the top-down
grayscale image. To quantify the formation and propagation of bridge defects through the
self-assembled BCP film, grayscale images of the bottom regions of the film were generated.
Next, a rectangular section of the BCP film (oriented parallel to the BCP film-underlayer
interface in the region of interest) was extracted for analyzing the extent of any bridge defects
formed. The rectangular slice was centered about the center of the underlayer affinity defect
(i.e. (x0 , y0 )). The fraction of B-type beads (fB ) in this region was calculated in order to
measure the extent of bridge propagation. An example of this procedure is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Figure 2.8: A rectangular slice of the grayscale image was extracted in order to measure
the extent of bridge propagation within the expected bridging region near the bottom of
the BCP film. This was done by calculating the fraction of B-type beads in this region.

2.7.2 Analysis of Large-Scale Defects
To identify large-scale defects at periodic snapshots of the annealing process, top-down
grayscale images of the top region of the film were generated as described in Sec. 2.5.1. Next,
every lamellar region containing expected A-domains were extracted and spliced together.
The fraction of B-type beads (fB ) in these nominally A regions was calculated. A threshold fB
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value was used to delineate between defective and defect-free states, though the exact value
used was system dependent. This threshold was chosen after visual inspection to eliminate
the incorrect counting of possible defective states due to the inclusion of B-type beads caused
by line edge roughness. The first two steps of this method are shown in Fig. 2.9.

Figure 2.9: All A-domains were extracted and spliced together for identifying large-scale
defects. Films with fB greater than the pre-defined threshold value in these aggregated
regions were considered defective.
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Chapter 3: Effect of Homopolymer Mass Fraction on Feature Roughness in
Block Copolymer/Homopolymer Blends

3.1

Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in Proc. SPIE 10584, Novel

Patterning Technologies 2018, 105841H (4 April 2018) and has been reproduced with the
permission of SPIE. See Appendix A for permission.

3.2

Abstract
Block copolymers (BCPs) can phase separate to form periodic structures with small spac-

ings on the order of the polymer molecular size, thus making BCPs potentially attractive
materials for extending the resolution limits of optical lithography through various pitch
subdivision techniques. In order to direct the self-assembly of BCP thin films, methods
such as chemoepitaxy are employed which use the contrast between a chemically preferential
pinning stripe and an approximately neutral background region to guide the phase separated features. Homopolymer is a known blending agent for BCPs which allows the periodic
spacing of their features (pitch - L0 ) to be adjusted based on the concentration of homopolymer. This enables less stringent tolerances on the molecular weight of the BCP in order
to achieve a particular L0 . Addition of homopolymer is a relatively simple and potentially
attractive method, but such blending may also affect the resulting line edge and/or line
width roughness in DSA patterns. In this work, detailed molecular dynamics simulations of
block copolymer directed self-assembly were used to show how such behaviors and process
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performance factors are affected by the symmetric addition of homopolymers (A and B) to
a thin film lamellae-forming BCP (A-b-B).

3.3

Introduction
As described extensively in Sec. 1.2, the pitch (L0 ) of a BCP is dependent upon its degree

of polymerization (N). The synthesis techniques used to produce BCPs can generally control
N very well. However, as DSA technology progresses and L0 decreases further, the process
window for variations in N becomes narrower and thus necessitates the ability to tune the
pitch post-synthesis. To investigate the feasibility of modulating the BCP pitch, this work
explores the effect a BCP additive (homopolymer) has on line edge roughness (LER) and
line width roughness (LWR) using coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations. For an
A-B diblock copolymer, blending in symmetric quantities of homopolymer A and B has
been shown to increase L0 [78]. This enables lithographers to use homopolymer additives
to tune the pitch of existing BCP materials rather than needing to synthesize another BCP
whose molecular weight is commensurate with the desired L0 . Here, simulations were run for
varying concentrations of symmetrically added homopolymer on chemoepitaxial underlayers
with 2x and 3x density multiplication. The width of the pinning stripes was also varied from
0.3·L0 - 0.7·L0 with a background region composition (fA ) ranging from 0.3 - 0.5.
3.4

Modeling Approach
The model described in Sec. 2.2 was used in this study. To simulate a strongly segregating

BCP, the interactions between blocks A and B were parameterized as ϵab = 0.35

kcal
,
mol

yielding

an effective χ ≈ 0.65. The total chain length of each BCP chain (N) was 64 monomers (16
beads), resulting in a χN ≈ 41.5.
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3.4.1 Homopolymer Generation
To generate homopolymer chains, the diblock BCP chains were severed at the A-B covalent bond. For this BCP system in which each chain consists of 16 beads, this was done
by removing the bond between beads 8-9 and the angle between beads 7-8-9 and 8-9-10, effectively converting beads 8 and 9 into chain ends. Using this method, homopolymer chains
of type A and type B were symmetrically added as 8-bead (N = 32 monomers) chains, half
that of the BCP chain length. The mass fractions of homopolymer chains (nHomo ) explored
for this work were 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.18, 0.26, and 0.33. In this study, the homopolymer
chains had the same structural and energetic properties as their respective BCP blocks.

3.4.2 Simulation Build
3.4.2.1

Bulk NPT Simulations

To determine the dependence of L0 on homopolymer concentration, pre-aligned bulk NPT
simulations were conducted as described in Sec. 2.4.2. The bulk NPT simulations in this
work were built with dimensions of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where Lest is the estimated
pitch of the particular BCP/homopolymer blend. After undergoing the two minimization
steps described in Sec. 2.4.1, the bulk simulations ran under NPT conditions for 10 ns, during
which the chains primarily relaxed in the x-dimension to accommodate the natural pitch of
the BCP/homopolymer blend. The x-dimension of the simulation was averaged over the
final 5 ns and divided by 5 (corresponding to the number of A-B domains in the system) to
determine the pitch of the BCP/homopolymer blend for that replicate. Five replicates were
completed for each condition, and the dependence of L0 on nHomo is shown in Fig. 3.1.
3.4.2.2

Thin-Film NVT Simulations

Thin-film simulations in this work were designed as described in Sec. 2.4.3 with dimensions of (6 · L0 × 100nm × 1 · L0 ), where L0 is the natural pitch of the BCP/homopolymer
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Figure 3.1: Plot demonstrating the dependence of pitch on the mass fraction of
homopolymer. As nHomo increases, L0 also increases.
blend. However, rather than simulating a fixed guiding stripe width of 0.5 · L0 , the effects of
guiding stripe width on LER and LWR were also studied here. The guiding stripes had a
composition of 100% type-A beads and a variable width ranging from from 0.3·L0 - 0.7·L0 .
The background composition (fA ) also varied from 0.3 - 0.5. Since the interfacial roughness
measurements LER and LWR were the primary statistics of interest in this study, the thinfilm simulations were initialized in a pre-aligned state to reduce the necessary simulation
time. Each thin-film system underwent MD for 80 ns, and then roughness was measured.
LER and LWR were calculated for each simulation replicate using the spatial domain
calculation method described in Sec. 2.6.1. To observe the changes in LER and LWR as
a function of depth in the BCP film, grayscale images were generated and roughness was
calculated for both the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm of each BCP film. Lamellae were also
classified as either pinned or unpinned based upon their position relative to the underlayer
guiding pattern, and roughness was calculated for each of these sub-classes of lamellae.
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3.5

Results and Discussion

3.5.1 Line Edge Roughness
Figure 3.2 shows the effect of nHomo on the LER of pinned and unpinned lamellae interfaces
at the top and bottom of BCP films with fA = 0.30. LER increases with nHomo at the top
and bottom of the film for both lamellae types. Pinning stripe width has minimal impact
on LER, with the exception of unpinned lamellae interfaces near the substrate (Fig. 3.2(c))
for nHomo > 0.10. At the free surface of the film, the measured LER is comparable between
unpinned (Fig. 3.2(a)) and pinned (Fig. 3.2(b)) lamellae interfaces. This is expected because
while the underlayer guide pattern has a strong ordering effect at the bottom of the BCP
film, this influence is greatly diminished near the free surface. Near the substrate, LER is
shown to be higher for the unpinned interfaces (Fig. 3.2(c)) compared to the pinned interfaces
(Fig. 3.2(d)) due to the increased guidance the pinning stripe exerts on pinned lamellae. The
unpinned lamellae interfaces near the substrate also contain significant variations in LER as
a function of nHomo . Near the substrate, unpinned lamellae likely have higher sensitivity to
nHomo due to increased homopolymer segregation with increasing nHomo – this can lead to
greater variance in interfacial positioning. This hypothesis will be explored in more detail
in Sec. 3.5.4. Overall, for low nHomo values, LER differences between the top and bottom of
the film, for both pinned and unpinned lamellae, are minimal.
While simulations were run for fA = 0.30, 0.40, and 0.50, Fig. 3.3 displays only fA =
0.30 and 0.50. This was done for readability and serves as a representation of the nearly
optimal background composition for a 2x density multiplication underlayer (fA = 0.30) versus
a neutral background composition (fA = 0.50). Near the top of film, the LER of both the
unpinned (Fig. 3.3(a)) and pinned (Fig. 3.3(b)) lamellae are relatively unaffected by changes
in fA ; additionally, the LER between unpinned and pinned lamellae are similar near the top
of the film. As stated earlier, the underlayer has negligible guiding effects near the top of the
BCP film, so pinned and unpinned lamellae are practically indistinguishable in this region.
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Figure 3.2: Average LER for the top (a, b) and bottom (c, d) 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for both unpinned (a, c) and pinned (b, d) lamellae as a
function of nHomo and pinning stripe width. All data shown is for 2x density multiplication
underlayers with fA = 0.3.
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Interestingly, pinned lamellae at the bottom of the film (Fig. 3.3(d)) exhibit increased LER
for fA = 0.50. As fA increases and deviates from the optimal condition of fA = 0.33, there
is a diminished energetic contrast between the pinning stripe and the background region,
impeding the underlayer’s ability to guide lamellae near the substrate [74]. Because unpinned
lamellae are only in contact with the background region, there is little dependence of LER
on fA , especially for systems with low nHomo . However, at high nHomo a neutral background
composition lowers the LER of unpinned lamellae near the substrate (Fig. 3.3(c)).

3.5.2 Line Width Roughness
Not only does LER increase with increasing nHomo as discussed in Sec. 3.5.1, LWR also
increases in BCP/homopolymer blends for all nHomo > 0 with fA = 0.30 for 2x density
multiplication underlayers (Fig. 3.4). At the top of the film, unpinned (Fig. 3.4(a)) and
pinned (Fig. 3.4(b)) lamellae interfaces are fairly correlated and thus exhibit low LWR for
nHomo < 0.10. However, for nHomo > 0.10 adjacent unpinned lamellae interfaces become increasingly uncorrelated when compared to adjacent pinned lamellae interfaces. Near the patterned substrate, nHomo has a similar influence on the LWR between the pinned (Fig. 3.4(d))
and unpinned (Fig. 3.4(c)) lamellae. Ultimately, for low nHomo LWR is nearly equal between
unpinned and pinned lamellae in all regions of the film; however, deviations between pinned
and unpinned LWR become significant for nHomo = 0.26 and 0.33. As nHomo increases, a dependence develops between LWR and pinning stripe width – this trend can be attributed to
homopolymer segregation throughout the thickness (i.e., the z-dimension) of the film. Additionally, the trend of elevated LWR with increasing nHomo may be explained by homopolymer
compositional fluctuations along the length of the lamellae (i.e., the y-dimension). Both of
these phenomena are probed in Sec. 3.5.4.
Figure 3.5 shows the dependence of LWR on fA for BCP films with 2x density multiplication underlayers. Background composition does not appear to impact LWR at the top of the
film for either pinned (Fig. 3.5(b)) or unpinned (Fig. 3.5(a)) lamellae for low values of nHomo .
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Figure 3.3: Average LER for the top (a and b) and bottom (c and d) 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for both unpinned (a and c) and pinned (b and d) lamellae for
varying nHomo at fA = 0.3 (solid lines) and fA = 0.5 (dashed lines). All data shown is for 2x
density multiplication underlayers.
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Figure 3.4: Average LWR for the top (a, b) and bottom (c, d) 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for both unpinned (a, c) and pinned (b, d) lamellae as a
function of nHomo and pinning stripe width. All data shown is for 2x density multiplication
underlayers with fA = 0.3.
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However, for high nHomo LWR decreases near the top of the film as fA becomes increasingly
neutral. This could also be attributed to disparate homopolymer segregation between the
top and bottom of the film. Near the substrate, the LWR of unpinned lamellae (Fig. 3.5(c))
is relatively insensitive to changing fA , but at high nHomo a more neutral fA leads to a large
increase in LWR. Similarly to LER, the pinned lamellae near the substrate experience elevated LWR as fA approaches 0.50 due to a decreased energetic contrast between the pinning
stripe and the background region.

3.5.3 Density Multiplication
BCP thin films with a 3x density multiplication underlayer showed similar trends to
those with 2x underlayers for both LER and LWR, as both metrics increase with increasing
nHomo . By definition, the size of the background region increases with decreasing pinning
stripe multiplicity, meaning that the number of A-B domains aligned over the background
region increases as well. This results in two phenomena, 1) instinctively the guidance in the
system decreases due to decreased pinning stripe periodicity (i.e, the mechanism providing
alignment) and 2) the background region’s composition has an increased effect on lamellae
alignment. For a 2x underlayer, there are two B-blocks and one A-block over the background
region, meaning that the optimal background composition would be fA = 0.33. However,
for a 3x underlayer there are three B-blocks and two A-blocks over the background region,
yielding an optimal background composition of fA = 0.4.
Figure 3.6 displays the LER data for 2x and 3x underlayers with fA = 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. When comparing between multiplicities for a constant fA , 2x underlayers always
yielded films with lower LER than 3x underlayers. For this reason, Fig. 3.6 looks instead at
the near optimal background compositions for each density multiplication. Even accounting
for the optimal fA , 2x underlayers still repeatedly yielded films with lower LER than 3x
underlayers for all nHomo . While some of these differences could be attributed to changes in
the background region’s chemistry, there is an inherent increase in LER due to decreased
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Figure 3.5: Average LWR for the top (a and b) and bottom (c and d) 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for both unpinned (a and c) and pinned (b and d) lamellae for
varying nHomo at fA = 0.3 (solid lines) and fA = 0.5 (dashed lines). All data shown is for 2x
density multiplication underlayers.
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guidance provided by the underlayer. As explained in Sec. 3.5.4, the degree of homopolymer
segregation may be directly impacted by changes to the density multiplication and background composition.
Figure 3.7 displays the LWR data for 2x and 3x underlayers with fA = 0.3 and 0.4,
respectively. For low nHomo , neither the pinning stripe multiplicity nor the background
composition has a significant effect on LWR. Similarly, for low nHomo there is little difference
in the LWR between 2x and 3x density multiplication when evaluating near their optimal
background compositions. Interestingly, near the top of the film, films aligned atop 3x density
underlayers have lower LWR in some cases when compared to 2x density underlayers. For
unpinned lamellae, this is likely attributable to more homogeneous homopolymer distribution
along the length of the lamellae. However, in the bottom of the film near the substrate,
heterogeneous homopolymer distribution likely leads to increased LWR at high nHomo for
the same unpinned lamellae. Overall, changes in fA are primarily responsible for changes in
LWR, especially for low nHomo .
3.5.4 Homopolymer Distribution
As shown in Fig. 3.8, homopolymer preferentially segregates to either the free surface
or the substrate when blended with BCP, rather than being homogeneously distributed
throughout the BCP film thickness. Because the homopolymer in this study has a much
lower molecular weight than that of the BCP (0.5 · NBCP ), it will preferentially interact
with the free surface. In addition, due to the energetics of the underlayer, homopolymer
preferentially interacts with the underlayer, especially atop the pinning stripes. Figure 3.8
shows significant type-A homopolymer (lime green) aggregation atop the pinning stripe
which causes interfacial deviations in the pinned lamellae (A-block, white). For fA = 0.3
(Fig. 3.8(a)) homopolymer segregates to the free surface instead in the unpinned A-block
lamellae. Type-B homopolymer (magenta) is more homogeneously distributed throughout
the B-block of the BCP (turquoise) both through its cross-section and through the length
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Figure 3.6: Average LER for the top (a, b) and bottom (c, d) 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for both unpinned (a, c) and pinned (b, d) lamellae for varying
nHomo atop underlayers with 2x density multiplication (solid lines) and 3x density
multiplication (dashed lines).
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Figure 3.7: Average LWR for the top (a, b) and bottom (c, d) 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for both unpinned (a, c) and pinned (b, d) lamellae for varying
nHomo atop underlayers with 2x density multiplication (solid lines) and 3x density
multiplication (dashed lines).
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of the lamellae. This is because the background region’s composition is slightly preferential
to the B-block and helps to negate the homopolymer’s preference to segregate to the free
surface.
As fA approaches 0.50 as shown in Fig. 3.8(c), the cross-sectional deviations in the unpinned A-block lamellae begin to diminish. Unfortunately, swelling in the pinned A-blocks
near the substrate leads to undercutting in the adjacent B-domains. In 2x density multiplication underlayers, unpinned B-block lamellae are always positioned adjacent to a pinning
stripe, meaning that the beads near the substrate may also feel the influence of the pinning
stripe [74]. This means that although the background region itself may be slightly preferential to the B-block, B-block polymer chains near the substrate can be slightly repelled by the
pinning stripe’s energetic preference to block A, leading to lamellar deformation in the film’s
cross section. At the same time, this means that B-block homopolymer will be less likely to
interact with the substrate, further changing the through-film structure as it is disproportionately distributed in the middle and top of the film. For the pinned A-block lamellae, an
increasingly neutral background region leads to further homopolymer segregation near the
substrate, partially explaining why the pinned lamellae interfaces exhibit increased LER as
fA approaches 0.50 (Fig. 3.3(d)).
Although cross-sectional homopolymer fluctuations are a significant issue, homopolymer
fluctuations through the length of the lamellae are the primary contributor to increased LER
and LWR with increasing nHomo . Figure 3.9 displays a color map depicting homopolymer
concentration through the length of the lamellae in which bright yellow represents pure Ablock homopolymer (nHomo,A = 1), dark blue represents pure B-block homopolymer (nHomo,B
= 1) and green represents regions where no homopolymer is present (nHomo = 0) meaning
that only the BCP is present. The lines superimposing the color maps represent the A-B
lamellar interfaces with the red lines representing pinned lamellae interfaces and the black
lines representing unpinned lamellae interfaces. Notice from both the top for both nHomo =
0.10 (Fig. 3.9(a) and (c)) and nHomo = 0.33 (Fig. 3.9(b) and (d)) that fluctuations occur in
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Figure 3.8: Cross-sectional rendering of BCP/homopolymer blends (nHomo = 0.33) film for
fA = 0.3 (a), fA = 0.4 (b), and fA = 0.5 (c). The turquoise and white beads correspond to
BCP beads of types A and B, respectively. The magenta and lime green beads correspond
to homopolymer beads of types A and B, respectively.
homopolymer through the length of any given lamellae. At low nHomo , deviations in L0 caused
by homopolymer segregation are minimal, and these fluctuations do not have a detrimental
impact on the uniformity of lamellae interfaces or their correlation with neighboring interfaces
as seen in high nHomo blends.
The concentration of homopolymer between any two lamellae should be equal and evenly
distributed throughout the length of the lamellae in order to achieve low LER. For evaluating the effects of homopolymer fluctuations on LWR, homopolymer concentration must be
compared between three consecutive lamellae. To achieve low LWR, homopolymer distribution must be homogeneous throughout the length of the lamella of interest. Additionally,
its two neighboring lamellae must have equal and evenly distributed homopolymer for the
lamellae interfaces to remain well-correlated. These effects, coupled with the segregation of
homopolymer to either the free surface or the substrate, are believed to be the causes of
increased LER and LWR for BCP/homopolymer blends.
High nHomo has a greater impact on LER and LWR as a function of pinning stripe width.
Figure 3.10 shows the homopolymer concentration maps for nHomo = 0.33 and fA = 0.30 for
a pinning stripe width of 0.3 · L0 (Fig. 3.10(a)) and 0.7 · L0 (Fig. 3.10(b)). As the pinning
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Figure 3.9: Color maps representing homopolymer distribution for the top (a, b) and
bottom (c, d) 5 nm of the BCP/homopolymer blends for nHomo = 0.10 (a, c) and nHomo =
0.33 (b, d). The lines superimposed on the color maps represent the A-B lamellar
interfaces, where black lines correspond to unpinned lamellae and red lines correspond to
pinned lamellae.
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stripe’s width increases from 0.3·L0 to 0.7·L0 , the underlayer effectively becomes increasingly
preferential to block A. This leads to a significant decrease in homopolymer concentration in
the unpinned B-block lamellae as the pinning stripe width increases. Since the homopolymer
concentration is low in the unpinned B-block lamellae, concentration fluctuations along those
lamellae are also less significant, leading to lower LER and LWR. The B-block homopolymer
instead segregates to the middle and top portions of the film.
The source of these fluctuations in homopolymer concentration is currently unknown, but
two explanations are plausible. First of all, the method of homopolymer generation used in
this study could lead to compositional fluctuations. Even if true, this behavior is not necessarily unrealistic since the distribution of homopolymer in experimental BCP/homopolymer
blends is rarely uniform either. The second possible source of homopolymer fluctuations
could be attributed to autophobic dewetting [79,80]. When a substrate is grafted with polymer chains at a high density and homopolymer of the same type is spin-coated onto this
surface, the free-chains may swell the grafted chains and cause unusually extended conformations in the grafted chains. There is a significant entropic penalty to this phenomenon,
in addition to the entropic penalty imposed by the chains being unusually extended due to
the high grafting density. These combined entropic penalties could cause the homopolymer
chains to dewet from the grafted surface.

3.5.5 Radius of Gyration
To check the chain conformation statistics of the BCP/homopolymer blends, the radius
of gyration was measured for both homopolymer types as well as both BCP blocks. This
was done to determine whether the conformation of the homopolymer was uniformly directed
along a particular axis throughout the film. If so, this could impact the degree of stretching
in the BCP chains which could subsequently impact LER and LWR. The radius of gyration
tensor and its eigenvalues were calculated for all chains in each simulation. The eigenvalues
for the radius of gyration tensor are a set of three parameters (a, b, and c) that describe the
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Figure 3.10: Color maps representing homopolymer distribution in the bottom 5 nm of the
BCP/homopolymer blends for nHomo = 0.33 and fA = 0.3 for pinning stripe widths of
0.3 · L0 (a) and 0.7 · L0 (b). The lines superimposed on the color maps represent the A-B
lamellar interfaces, where black lines correspond to unpinned lamellae and red lines
correspond to pinned lamellae.
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shape of an ellipsoid. If all three eigenvalues are roughly equivalent, then the shape could
be considered spherical; meanwhile, while if one eigenvalue is significantly larger, then the
shape is more cylindrical. Although the eigenvalues alone give no information on the chain’s
directional orientation, here they are ordered least to greatest (a - c).
Table 3.1: Eigenvalues from a sample simulation with nHomo = 0.33, fA = 0.3.
Material
Block-A BCP
Block-A homopolymer
Block-B BCP
Block-B homopolymer

a
0.020
0.044
0.020
0.044

b
0.073
0.15
0.074
0.16

c
0.49
0.84
0.49
0.83

From Table 3.1, it can be seen that both the A/B-homopolymer and the A/B-block of the
BCP are primarily stretched along one direction as their c values are roughly 5x greater than
their b values and more than two orders of magnitude greater than their a values. However,
as mentioned earlier, this does not provide any information regarding the directionality of
the chains. To determine chain orientation, the values in the third column of the radius of
gyration tensor should be examined. These values correspond to the vector along which the
chain is directed with parameters vx , vy , and vz . The absolute value for each parameter was
taken for each chain and averaged for all chains of the same type. An example of a data set
is shown in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Chain vector parameters from a sample simulation with nHomo = 0.33, fA = 0.3.
Material
Block-A BCP
Block-A homopolymer
Block-B BCP
Block-B homopolymer

vx
0.74
0.46
0.74
0.46

vy
0.37
0.51
0.37
0.51

vz
0.36
0.52
0.37
0.52

From Table 3.2 it can be seen that both the A and B block of the BCP are directed along
the x-axis (the axis perpendicular to the the lamellae). This orientation is logical because
it corresponds to their orientation in the initial pre-aligned state. Because there was little
morphological change or bulk diffusion over the course of the simulation, the chain’s primary
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axis should still be along the x-axis. On the other hand, the homopolymer chains are not as
strongly directed as the BCP chains and instead have roughly values for all three parameters.
This means that when the homopolymer chains are stretched, their primary axis could be
oriented in nearly any direction.

3.6

Summary and Conclusions
Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to probe the effects of symmet-

ric homopolymer addition on line edge roughness and line width roughness. While symmetric
homopolymer addition can be used to modulate the BCP pitch, it also leads to through-film
lamellar deformation. Through-film deformation can negatively the pattern that is ultimately transferred into the substrate. Increasing homopolymer concentration (nHomo ) was
found to increase the LER and LWR in both the top and bottom regions of the film. This
increase in LER and LWR with increasing nHomo is likely due to homopolymer compositional
fluctuations throughout the length of the lamellae. For films with nHomo > 0.10, LER and
LWR does not increase proportionally between the top and bottom of the film or between
pinned and unpinned lamellae – this is likely due to excessive homopolymer segregation.
While LER and LWR for films with nHomo < 0.10 show little sensitivity to pinning stripe
width, a dependence on pinning stripe width develops at larger nHomo for unpinned lamellae
at both the top and bottom of the film. Cross-sectional variations in LER and LWR between the free surface and substrate can negatively impact the fidelity of the final transferred
pattern.
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Chapter 4: Effect of Homopolymer Molecular Weight on Feature Roughness in
Block Copolymer/Homopolymer Blends

4.1

Abstract
Block copolymers (BCPs) are an attractive material to the microelectronics industry

due to their ability to microphase separate into morphologies with pitch sizes ranging from
5 -100 nm. Directed self-assembly (DSA) is the process by which the feature’s direction
is oriented and controlled. One method of accomplishing this is via chemoepitaxy, which
uses the energetic contrast between patterned regions of a substrate to direct thin-film BCP
morphologies during phase separation. Chemoepitaxial underlayers are composed of a highly
block-preferential pinning stripe and a background region that may be either neutral or
slightly preferential to the unpinned block. The number of full pitch features that can form
between any two pinning stripes is known as the density multiplication.
Homopolymer of the same types as those composing the BCP is a common additive to
modulate the spacing between the phase-separated features (pitch - L0 ). The homopolymer
of each block can be symmetrically blended to avoid changing the effective volume fraction in
the BCP. In this work, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to determine
the effect homopolymer degree of polymerization (NHomo ) has on the power spectral density
(PSD) parameters PSD(0) and correlation length (ξ), as well as line edge roughness (LER)
and line width roughness (LWR) in thin film BCP/homopolymer blends on chemoepitaxial
underlayers with 2x density multiplication. These calculations were made for the top 5 nm,
bottom 5 nm, and midsection of each BCP thin film. The NHomo values explored were 12 , 14 ,
and

1
8

of the degree of polymerization (N) of the BCP used, and homopolymer mass fractions
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(mHomo ) ranged from 0 - 0.20. In this study, each BCP chain consisted of 32 beads (N = 128
monomers).
For lower NHomo blends, entropic penalties caused the homopolymer chains to distribute
more evenly throughout the block domains, leading to smaller increases in the nominal L0 .
On the other hand, the homopolymer in higher NHomo BCP/homopolymer blends aggregated
in the center of the lamellar domains due to the energetic penalty of these chains aligning
near the interface – this phenomenon leads to increased L0 for a given mHomo . For the
PSD(0) and ξ parameters used in LER calculations, there was no discernible trend with
increasing NHomo , but both generally increased with increasing mHomo . LER increased with
both increasing NHomo and mHomo . The PSD(0) and ξ parameters used in LWR calculations
also both increased with increasing NHomo and mHomo . This led to increased LWR with
increasing NHomo and mHomo , particularly within the top 5 nm of the film. In general, the
LER and LWR were significantly higher within the top and bottom 5 nm of the film than
within the film’s midsection.

4.2

Introduction
One approach to pitch modulation is blending homopolymer with the BCP. In A-B di-

block copolymers, blending in equal amounts of homopolymer A and B has been shown to
increase the pitch of the BCP [78, 81]. While tuning the pitch is useful, homopolymer additives also allow for the accurate patterning of irregular designs such as sharp bends [78]. The
work described in Ch. 3 shows that the symmetric addition of homopolymer leads to an increase in both LER and LWR [81]. However, those studies were limited to homopolymer with
a degree of polymerization (NHomo ) equal to 21 NBCP ( 21 N). In this work, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were utilized to systematically study the influence of symmetric
homopolymer loading of variable NHomo ( 18 , 41 , and

1
2

of N) on the roughness of chemoepitax-

ially guided, lamellae-forming BCP thin films with a 2x density multiplication. Roughness
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was characterized using PSD curves to discern whether the frequency of the interfacial position led to changes in roughness.

4.3

Modeling Approach
The coarse-grained BCP model described in Sec. 2.2 was used in this study. Following the

relationship between ϵab and χ described in Sec. 2.2.1, ϵab = 0.425

kcal
,
mol

yielding χ ≈ 0.454.

The BCP chains were generated with N = 128 monomers (32 beads), resulting in a χN ≈ 58.

4.3.1 Homopolymer Generation
Homopolymer chains were formed by severing the diblock BCP chains in a similar fashion
to that described in Sec. 3.4.1. In this case, for NHomo = 8 beads, the bonds between beads
8-9, 16-17, and 24-25 were severed, along with the angle between beads 7-8-9 and 8-9-10, 1516-17 and 16-17-18, as well as 23-24-25 and 24-25-26. Similar steps were taken for NHomo = 4
and 16. For a single BCP chain, this method of chain cutting yields two homopolymer chains
for NHomo = 16, four chains for NHomo = 8, and eight chains for NHomo = 4. Homopolymer of
type-A and type-B were symmetrically blended as either 4-, 8-, or 16-bead chains depending
upon the given NHomo parameter. The mass fraction of homopolymer chains (mHomo ) tested
in this work include 0.00 (pure BCP), 0.025, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, and 0.20. In this study, the
homopolymer chains had the same structural and energetic properties as their respective
BCP blocks.

4.3.2 Simulation Build
4.3.2.1

Bulk NPT Simulations

To determine the nominal pitch (L0 ) for a given BCP/homopolymer blend, bulk simulations were run for each input condition as described in Sec. 2.4.2. The bulk NPT simulations
in this work were built with dimensions of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where Lest is the
estimated pitch of the particular BCP/homopolymer blend. After undergoing the two-step
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minimization procedure described in Sec. 2.4.1, the bulk simulations ran for 10 ns, during
which the x-dimension varied to adjust to the proper pitch of the BCP/homopolymer blend.
The x-dimension of the simulation was averaged over the final 5 ns and divided by five to
determine L0 for each BCP/homopolymer blend. Ten replicates were completed for each
condition, and the results were averaged to determine the final pitch. The results of these
simulations can be found in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Plot depicting the nominal pitch increase as the homopolymer mass fraction
increases. For a given mass fraction of homopolymer in the blend, homopolymer chains of
higher NHomo cause a higher degree of pitch swelling compared to chains of a lower NHomo .

4.3.2.2

Thin-Film NVT Simulations

The BCP thin film and chemoepitaxial underlayer were designed as described in Sec. 2.4.3.
In this study, the background region had a fixed composition of fA = 0.3, meaning that 30%
of all beads in the background region were of type A. In most cases, the dimensions of the film
were initialized to be (6·L0 × 200nm × 1·L0 ), where L0 is the pitch of the BCP/homopolymer
blend. For films with homopolymer composition mHomo = 0.20/NHomo = 8 and mHomo =
0.20/NHomo = 16, the dimensions of the film were reduced to (6·L0 × 180nm × 1·L0 ) due to the
on-board memory constraints of the Kepler K20 GPUs in USF’s CIRCE computing cluster.
Because both of these simulation conditions had the highest L0 values in this simulation
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set, more beads were required to compose the brush underlayer. Consistent underlayer
patterning necessitated the reduction of the y-dimension to reduce the total bead count
below the on-board memory limit. After undergoing the two-step minimization procedure
described in Sec. 2.4.1, the thin-film BCP systems were run under NVT conditions for 80
ns before the simulation was stopped and the power spectral density (PSD) was generated.
Six replicates were completed for each condition, and the roughness/PSD calculations were
made on each replicate before being averaged together. LER and LWR were calculated using
both the spatial domain method described in Sec. 2.6.1 and the PSD method described in
Sec. 2.6.2. In both methodologies, the LER and LWR were averaged over the final 26 ns of
the simulation to calculate the average roughness statistics.

4.4

Results and Discussion
Roughness statistics such as LER and LWR rely on SEM imaging when studied exper-

imentally; however, SEM images are only able to image films through a specific depth of
the surface. This means that the images taken from an SEM are an average of the BCP
concentration through an arbitrary depth of the film, not through the entire film depth.
When considering the etch properties of a BCP film, the LER and LWR behavior at both
the top and bottom of the film must be characterized since the greatest variance in lamellae
placement takes place in these two regions. From previous studies, homopolymer has been
shown to preferentially segregate to both the free surface and substrate interfaces [81]. For
these reasons, PSD curves were constructed by averaging PSD(0) and ξ throughout three
sections of the film: the top 5 nm, bottom 5 nm, and midsection of the film. Because of
the strong directing behavior of the chemoepitaxial underlayer, distinctions are also made
between pinned and unpinned lamellae; that is, pinned lamellae are positioned directly over
a pinning stripe, while unpinned lamellae are positioned over the background region.
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4.4.1 Line Edge Roughness
4.4.1.1

PSD(0) Parameter

Figure 4.2 below shows the effect of NHomo on the PSD(0) parameter of pinned and
unpinned lamellae interfaces within the top 5 nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm of the
film. In this case, PSD(0) is parameterized to measure LER. Although there is no consistent
trend between increasing NHomo and PSD(0), the data suggests that PSD(0) increases with
an increasing mass fraction of homopolymer (mhomo ). The behavior of PSD(0) between
pinned and unpinned lamellae is similar in both the top 5 nm and the midsection of the
film. However, PSD(0) is significantly lower in the bottom 5 nm of the film for pinned
lamellae (Fig. 4.2(f)) in comparison to the unpinned lamellae (Fig. 4.2(e)). This suggests
that low frequency LER in the interface is minimized for pinned lamellae due to the energetic
driving force provided by the underlayer. Meanwhile, greater than 5 nm above the substrate,
the underlayer’s energetic driving force is reduced in both the midsection and top 5 nm of
the film, leading to more consistent PSD(0) trends between pinned and unpinned lamellae.
The midsection also has lower PSD(0) values in both pinned and unpinned lamellae when
compared with the same lamellae types in the top 5 nm. This can be attributed to the
even distribution of homopolymer throughout the width of the lamellae in this region. In
the top 5 nm, homopolymer typically segregates to the center of its lamellar domain, which
adversely affects low frequency LER and elevates PSD(0) in this area of the film.

4.4.1.2

Correlation Length Parameter

The effects of NHomo on ξ are shown below in Figure 4.3. Here, correlation length is
parameterized for calculating the LER of the BCP film. Similarly to the results shown for
PSD(0), there is no clear trend between increasing NHomo and ξ. However, the data does
suggest that ξ increases with increasing mHomo . Because previous studies have shown the
LER and LWR both generally increase with homopolymer composition, this trend suggests
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Figure 4.2: PSD(0) for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d), and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of
the BCP/homopolymer thin film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f)
lamellae for varying mHomo . These parameters are used in the calculation of LER.
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increasing homopolymer content inherently increases the length scale at which correlated
(low frequency) LER occurs [81]. Trends in the behavior of ξ are similar between pinned and
unpinned lamellae within the top 5 nm and midsection of the film, but ξ for a given condition
is 4-5 Å shorter in the top 5 nm than in the midsection. However, ξ for pinned lamellae
near the substrate (Fig. 4.3(f)) is approximately 5 Å shorter than that of unpinned lamellae
(Fig. 4.3(e)). The effect of increasing homopolymer content is also reduced in the bottom 5
nm of pinned lamellae in comparison to the bottom 5 nm of unpinned lamellae. This suggests
that the energetic driving force of the pinning stripes reduces the length scale at which low
frequency LER occurs in the bottom 5 nm of the film and implies that LER in this area of the
film is more likely to be uncorrelated and related to stochastics (high frequency). Because ξ
describes the length scale of low frequency roughness, a lower value for ξ is desired because
short-range high-frequency LER is more easily resolved during subsequent etch processes.
Two films can have the same LER value but different values for ξ. In comparing the PSD
curves of these two films, the film with lower ξ appears “noisier” because low frequency LER
is correlated over a smaller range of the interface On the other hand, high ξ behavior extends
the length scale of correlated low frequency LER which effectively restricts the LER that
resembles noise.

4.4.1.3

Full LER

Figure 4.4 displays the effects of NHomo on the LER in the top 5 nm, midsection, and
bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when calculating the LER through the integration of the PSD curve. Figure 4.5 displays the effects of NHomo on the LER in the top
5 nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when calculating the
LER using the spatial domain calculation. There is a general increase in LER as mHomo
increases, but the trend with increasing NHomo is inconclusive. Although it has been shown
in previous studies that increasing mHomo leads to a direct increase in LER, this data suggests that increasing NHomo with respect to the N of the BCP does not necessarily increase
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Figure 4.3: Correlation length for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d), and bottom 5 nm
(e, f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned
(b, d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . These parameters are used in the calculation of LER.
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LER [81]. Interestingly, the lowest LER values are not found in the bottom 5 nm of the film,
but in the midsection of the film. This suggests homopolymer is more evenly dispersed in the
middle of the film than in either the top or bottom 5 nm. Additionally, this could suggest
that the total concentration of homopolymer in the middle of the film is lower than in the
top or bottom 5 nm. Since homopolymer segregation to either the top or bottom of the film
has already been shown to occur due to the energetics of the free surface and pinning stripes,
this could effectively reduce the total mass fraction of homopolymer found in the midsection,
which would have a direct impact on decreasing LER in this region [81]. The LER between
pinned and unpinned lamellae is comparable in both the top 5 nm and midsection of BCP
films, but pinned lamellae have a significantly lower LER in the bottom 5 nm (Fig. 4.4(e-f)).
Relating this to the behavior in ξ seen in Fig. 4.3(e-f), this suggests that the contribution
to LER is dominated by high frequency LER in the bottom 5 nm. This behavior, combined
with the behavior of PSD(0) and ξ discussed previously, suggests that low frequency LER
relative to the pitch of the BCP blend is a primary factor in determining the overall LER in
both the top 5 nm and midsection, but high frequency LER is the primary contributor to
LER within the bottom 5 nm, particularly in pinned lamellae. These results are reasonable
because the pinning stripes reduce the ability of homopolymer to segregate throughout the
length of the lamellae, which contributes to low frequency LER. Any observed LER in the
bottom 5 nm of pinned lamellae is likely attributable to stochastics.
The trends in LER with increasing mHomo and NHomo are consistent across both methods
of calculation, as seen in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5. However, the overall values for LER are
approximately 0.5 - 1 nm higher when using the PSD method. Because the spatial domain
method generates a grayscale image based on the average composition within the region of
the film being evaluated, it is possible that high-frequency deviations are averaged out which
reduces the overall measured LER in the cross section of that film’s region. Because the PSD
method calculates LER within the frequency domain, it is more likely to capture these high
frequency variations that are unaccounted for in the spatial domain. The LER values using
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Figure 4.4: LER for the top 5 nm (a and b), midsection (c and d), and bottom 5 nm (e and
f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b,
d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . LER is calculated using the integration of the PSD curve.
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Figure 4.5: LER for the top 5 nm (a and b), midsection (c and d), and bottom 5 nm (e
and f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned
(b, d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . LER is calculated using the spatial domain method.
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the PSD method are likely closer to the true values, but this needs to be confirmed through
evaluation of the film’s cross sections and possibly subdividing the regions of evaluation even
further (e.g., increments of 2.5 nm rather than 5 nm).

4.4.2 Line Width Roughness
4.4.2.1

PSD(0) Parameter

Figure 4.6 below displays the effects of NHomo on PSD(0) in the top 5 nm, midsection,
and bottom 5 nm of both pinned and unpinned lamellae. In this case, PSD(0) is parameterized for measuring the LWR of the film. In contrast to the lack of PSD(0) trends found
in characterizing LER, the data in Fig. 4.6 suggests that increasing NHomo increases PSD(0)
when referring to LWR. Additionally, PSD(0) increases with increasing mHomo . These trends
suggest that the magnitude of low frequency roughness is directly proportional to the molecular weight of homopolymer, which could be due to entropy forcing chains with a large
NHomo to segregate into the center of the lamellae domains rather than disperse more evenly
throughout the lamellae’s width. On the other hand, homopolymer with a lower NHomo is
more evenly dispersed across the width of the lamellae, localizing the effects of LWR to
specific points along the lamellae and contributing to high frequency roughness while having
a limited contribution to low frequency roughness. While this phenomenon may not increase
the low frequency roughness in a single lamellae interface, it could adversely affect the degree
of correlation between adjacent lamellae, leading to increased low frequency roughness when
considering LWR. As shown in Fig. 4.2(e-f), PSD(0) of LER notably decreases when considering pinned lamellae instead of unpinned lamellae. However, the PSD(0) of LWR does not
follow this same trend. In fact, Fig. 4.6(e-f) suggest that there is no significant distinction
between the PSD(0) of pinned and unpinned lamellae when considering the bottom 5 nm.
This suggests that the both pinned and unpinned lamellae interfaces are equally correlated
near the substrate. Lastly, the values of PSD(0) in the midsection of the film (Fig. 4.6(c-d))
are considerably lower than those in both the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm. This again sug66

gests that homopolymer segregation through the length of the lamellae is more problematic
in the top and bottom of the film than in the midsection.

4.4.2.2

Correlation Length Parameter

The effects of NHomo on ξ which is used to calculate LWR can be seen below in Fig. 4.7.
Although ξ generally increases with increasing NHomo , the trends shown in Fig. 4.7 are less
consistent than those shown for PSD(0) in Fig. 4.6. On the other hand, this data suggests
that increases in ξ are more closely related to increases in mHomo . Additionally, there is
no noticeable difference in ξ between pinned and unpinned lamellae, nor is there a notable
change in ξ when considering the different depths of the film. These trends are puzzling
given that ξ varies between pinned and unpinned lamellae when considering LER as shown
in Fig. 4.3. It is also interesting to note that homopolymer segregation affects ξ related to
LER but has no effect on ξ related to LWR, as shown by the trends in the midsection of
each of these films (Fig. 4.3(c-d), Fig. 4.7(c-d)).

4.4.2.3

Full LWR

Figure 4.8 displays the effects of NHomo on the LWR in the top 5 nm, midsection, and
bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when calculating the LWR through the
integration of the PSD curve. Figure 4.9 displays the effects of NHomo on the LWR in the top
5 nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when calculating the
LWR using the spatial domain calculation. As shown in both Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, LWR
seems to slightly increase with increasing NHomo , but these effects are less apparent in the
midsection and bottom 5 nm, especially for mHomo values less than 0.10. However, LWR
consistently increases with increasing mHomo , which is consistent with the results from the
previous study discussed in Ch. 3 [81]. Interestingly, pinned and unpinned lamellae exhibit
similar LWR behavior, even in the bottom 5 nm of the film (Fig. 4.8(e-f)). These results
are contrasted with those shown in Fig. 4.4(e-f), which suggest that pinned lamellae have
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Figure 4.6: PSD(0) for the top 5 nm (a and b), midsection (c and d), and bottom 5 nm (e
and f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned
(b, d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . These parameters are used in the calculation of LWR.
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Figure 4.7: Correlation length for the top 5 nm (a and b), midsection (c and d), and
bottom 5 nm (e and f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a,
c, e) and pinned (b, d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . These parameters were used in the
calculation of LWR.
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a lower LER than unpinned lamellae. This combination of results suggests that roughness,
particularly in the bottom 5 nm, is highly correlated between interfaces as the width of
lamellae vary in a consistent manner. Additionally, the effects of the underlayer extend to
the roughness of a single pinned interface but have minimal effect across the pinned lamellae.
Another interesting phenomenon is that the LWR is significantly lower in the middle of the
film (Fig. 4.8(c-d)) than either the top or bottom 5 nm. This can possibly be attributed
to the decreased magnitude of low frequency roughness as shown by the plots of PSD(0) in
Fig. 4.6(c-d). In this case, low frequency roughness seems to be a primary factor in both
increased LER and LWR, particularly within the top 5 nm and midsection of the film.
As seen in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9, the overall trends in LWR are consistent between both
calculation methods. However, the magnitude of LWR is 0.5 - 1.25 nm higher for the PSD
integration method relative to the spatial method. These observations are like those seen
when comparing the calculation methods used in LER. Again, the spatial method could
introduce more bias against high frequency roughness, which in this case would lead to a
downward shift in the LWR magnitude. The PSD integration method is more likely to reduce
this bias by characterizing all frequencies of LWR, but further analysis of the film’s cross
section needs to be conducted to confirm this suspicion.

4.5

Summary and Conclusions
Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the effects of

homopolymer chain length (NHomo ) on LER and LWR, as well as the PSD(0) and ξ parameters that characterize their behavior. Although reducing NHomo is shown to have a slight
effect on reducing LWR, the same reduction is not seen in LER. This suggests that lower
NHomo values lead to an increased degree of correlation between adjacent lamellae interfaces,
but do not have a significant impact on single lamellae interfaces. It is also evident that
homopolymer segregation to both the top and bottom of the film lead to inconsistent LER
and LWR in the cross-section of the film. Variations in roughness through the film’s cross
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Figure 4.8: LWR for the top 5 nm (a and b), midsection (c and d), and bottom 5 nm (e
and f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and
pinned (b, d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . LWR was calculated using the integration of
the PSD curve.
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Figure 4.9: LWR for the top 5 nm (a and b), midsection (c and d), and bottom 5 nm (e
and f) of the BCP/homopolymer thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned
(b, d, f) lamellae for varying mHomo . LWR is calculated using the spatial domain method.
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section will likely have a negative effect on the resulting pattern left behind after subsequent
etch processes. Further replicates need to be performed to reduce the uncertainty in these
trends, along with a more robust analysis of homopolymer segregation through the thickness
of the film and homopolymer dispersion across the width of the lamellae. Additionally, the
development of a simulation that models the etching process will be needed to determine
how the roughness in the BCP lamellae is ultimately transferred to the substrate.
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Chapter 5: Tuning Block Copolymer Pitch via Polymer Composition and
Molecular Weight Manipulations

5.1

Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in Proc. SPIE 10960, Advances

in Patterning Materials and Processes XXXVI, 109601M (25 March 2019) and has been
reproduced with the permission of SPIE. See Appendix A for permission.

5.2

Abstract
The semiconductor community is well aware of the challenges that exist in developing

lithographic methods that can pattern features at sub-20 nm periodic feature spacing (pitch,
L0 ). Optical lithography already utilizes complex multiple patterning schemes to overcome
diffraction limitations at 193-nm exposure wavelengths, and the delayed insertion of EUV
lithography will likely require the use of multiple patterning or other assistive processes to
further reduce the achievable feature sizes. An alternative to these techniques employs the
directed self-assembly (DSA) of block copolymers. Block copolymers (BCPs) can naturally
microphase separate into morphologies such as lamellae, cylinders, spheres, and gyroids at
length scales down to sub-10 nm dimensions. Using the ability of BCPs to microphase
separate in conjunction with alignment methods such as graphoepitaxy and chemoepitaxy
to produce well-ordered structures, a process referred to as DSA, offers a possible method
for producing sub-10 nm features in conjunction with optical patterning processes at greatly
reduced cost and complexity. One of the many challenges in implementing line-space type
DSA processes is the lack of methods for effective modulation and tuning of the pattern pitch
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(L0 ) produced by a given BCP. Previous studies have shown that blending homopolymer
into the BCP thin films can allow for tuning of both: (1) L0 to be larger than that provided
naturally by the BCP’s molecular weight (MW) and (2) the relative size line-space size ratio.
However, this tuning ability comes at the expense of increased line edge roughness (LER) and
line width roughness (LWR). It has also been shown that either higher or lower MW BCP can
be blended into a primary BCP in order to modulate and tune the pattern pitch produced
from the BCP mixture, but the effects of this BCP blending on pattern LER and LWR have
not been explored or reported in detail. In this study, coarse-grained molecular dynamics
simulations of BCP DSA on a chemoepitaxial underlayer were implemented to characterize
the impacts that blending controlled amounts of two different MW BCPs together have on
DSA pattern LER and LWR. The blends shown here had LER and LWR values as much as
20% higher than those of pure, monodisperse BCPs; however, reducing the MW difference
between the two BCP materials could mitigate this effect.

5.3

Introduction
As described in Sec. 1.2, the L0 of a BCP is dependent upon the degree of polymeriza-

tion (N) or molecular weight (MW). The synthesis techniques used to produce BCPs can
control N very well; however, as L0 continues to decrease, the tolerance for variations in N is
diminished such that a method of modulating the pitch is desired. Chapters 3 and 4 investigated homopolymer blending as a means of pitch tuning; unfortunately, this method led to
increased LER and LWR with increasing homopolymer concentration [81]. Using low MW
BCP also serves as an effective pitch modulation technique. In this work, coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were utilized to systematically study the influence of
blending diblock BCPs of 2 distinct molecular weights (N = 32 beads and N = 16 beads) on
the LER and LWR of chemoepitaxially guided, lamellae-forming BCP films with 2x density
multiplication. The various blends were characterized by the mass fraction of LMW BCP in
the blend (mLMW ). As described in Sec. 5.4.1.1, a series of bulk NPT simulations was run
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to determine the pitch (Lblend ) of all high MW/low MW BCP blends. The resultant Lblend
values were then used for the subsequent thin-film NVT simulations described in Sec. 5.4.1.2.

5.4

Modeling Approach
The coarse-grained BCP model described in Sec. 2.2 was used throughout this work. The

value of ϵab was used to simulate χ as described in Sec. 2.2.1. In this work, ϵab = 0.425

kcal
,
mol

yielding χ ≈ 0.45 for the high molecular weight (HMW) BCP and χ ≈ 0.32 for the low
molecular weight (LMW) BCP. The HMW BCP chains used in these simulations were of
chain length N = 128 (32 beads), resulting in a χN ≈ 58. Meanwhile, the LMW BCP chains
were of chain length N = 64 (16 beads), resulting in a χN ≈ 20.76.

5.4.1 Simulation Build
5.4.1.1

Bulk NPT Simulations

Pre-aligned bulk simulations were built and executed as described in Sec. 2.4.2 to determine the natural pitch (Lblend ) of each HMW/LMW BCP blend. Each bulk NPT simulation
was initialized to have dimensions of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where Lest is the estimated pitch of the HMW/LMW BCP blend. After undergoing the two-step minimization
procedure described in Sec. 2.4.1, the bulk simulations were run for 40 ns. The x-dimension
of each simulation was averaged over the final 30 ns and divided by five to determine the
pitch of the HMW/LMW BCP blend. Ten replicates were completed for each condition, and
the results were averaged to determine the average pitch and 95% confidence interval. The
results of these simulations are shown in Fig 5.1. and Fig 5.2. As indicated by the red line in
both figures, Lblend and density increasingly deviate below linearity as the blend composition
approaches 50/50. This indicates that the interfacial chain density decreases as a function
of increased deviation from a pure BCP.
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Figure 5.1: Plot depicting the pitch variation as the HMW/LMW BCP blend composition
changes. Increasing LMW BCP composition yields a lower pitch value. The red line
illustrates the linear interpolation between the pitch of pure HMW BCP and pure LMW
BCP. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5.2: Plot depicting the density variation as the HMW/LMW BCP blend
composition changes. Increasing LMW BCP composition yields a lower density value. The
red line illustrates the linear interpolation between the density of pure HMW BCP and
pure LMW BCP. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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5.4.1.2

Thin-Film NVT Simulations

The thin-film simulations in this work were built as described in Sec. 2.4.3. The chemoepitaxial underlayers had a background composition of fA = 13 , meaning that 33.3% of all beads
in the background region were of type A. Thin-film simulations were initialized in a prealigned state with film dimensions of (6 · Lblend × 200nm × 1 · Lblend ), where Lblend is the
pitch of the HMW/LMW BCP blend. After undergoing the two-step minimization routine
described in Sec. 2.4.1, molecular dynamics were run for 80 ns under NVT conditions. Ten
replicates were completed for each condition. The trajectory and final position data for each
simulation were then analyzed to generate the power spectral density (PSD) parameters and
spatial domain roughness measurements as described in Secs. 2.6.1 and 2.6.2.

5.5

Results and Discussion
When considering the etch properties of a BCP film, the LER and LWR at both the top

and bottom of the film must be characterized since the highest variance in lamellar placement
takes place in these two regions. For example, homopolymer has been shown to preferentially
segregate to both the free surface and substrate interface, which substantially increases LER
and LWR in these regions [81]. To evaluate whether similar segregation phenomena occurred
in the multiple-component BCP blends shown here, the film thickness was divided into the
top 5 nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm when evaluating roughness using both the PSD and
spatial domain methods of calculation. In this case, the midsection is defined as all BCP
beads between the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm. Because of the strong directing behavior
of the chemoepitaxial underlayer, distinctions are also made between pinned and unpinned
lamellae.
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5.5.1 Line Edge Roughness
5.5.1.1

PSD(0) Parameter

Figure 5.3 shows the effect of mLMW on the PSD(0) parameter for the LER of pinned and
unpinned lamellae within the top 5 nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm of the film. mLMW
has no consistent effect on PSD(0), although the magnitude of PSD(0) between pinned and
unpinned lamellae is similar in both the top 5 nm and midsection of the film. On the other
hand, PSD(0) is significantly higher in the bottom 5 nm of unpinned lamellae (Fig. 5.3(f))
than pinned lamellae (Fig. 5.3(e)). This trend suggests that low frequency LER is minimized
for pinned lamellae due to the energetic driving force provided by the guiding stripes. Above
the bottom 5 nm of the film, the BCP chains are sufficiently removed from the substrate
to be influenced by the underlayer’s energetics; therefore, the behavior between pinned and
unpinned lamellae is consistent.

5.5.1.2

Correlation Length Parameter ξ

The effects of mLMW on ξ for calculating LER within the top 5 nm, midsection, and
bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae are shown in Fig. 5.4. Similarly to the results
for PSD(0) in the top 5 nm shown in Sec. 5.5.1.1, there is no clear trend between mLMW
and ξ for either pinned or unpinned lamellae in this region. On the other hand, ξ generally
decreases with increasing mLMW in both the midsection and bottom 5 nm of the film. In fact,
the magnitude of ξ is the lowest in the film’s midsection, regardless of whether the lamellae
are pinned or unpinned. This suggests that lower frequency roughness is present in the top
5 nm and bottom 5 nm when compared to the midsection. However, the midsection ξ values
shown in Fig. 5.4(e & f) could be biased by the reduced midsection thickness as a function
of increasing mLMW . The thin films are 1 · Lblend in the z-dimension, meaning that sampling
thickness decreases as a function of increasing mLMW .
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Figure 5.3: PSD(0) for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d), and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of
the blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f)
lamellae for varying mLMW . These PSD(0) values are used in the calculation of LER.
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Figure 5.4: Correlation length for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d), and bottom 5 nm
(e, f) of the blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d,
f) lamellae for varying mLMW . These values are used in the calculation of LER.
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As seen in Fig. 5.4(e & f), ξ for a given mLMW is generally higher in unpinned lamellae
than pinned lamellae. This suggests that the pinning stripes restrict low frequency wiggling
in the pinned lamellae; meanwhile, the unpinned lamellae have a reduced energetic penalty
for wiggling over the neutral background region. Because the underlayer’s effects generally
do not extend beyond 5 nm, this difference between pinned and unpinned lamellae is not
observed in either the top 5 nm or midsection of the film.

5.5.1.3

Full LER

Figure 5.5 displays the effects of mLMW on the LER in the top 5 nm, midsection, and
bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when using the PSD integration method
of calculating LER. Figure 5.6 shows the effects of mLMW on the LER in the top 5 nm,
midsection, and bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when using the spatial domain
method of calculating LER. The trends in LER with increasing mLMW are consistent across
both calculation methods; however, the magnitude of LER using the PSD integration method
is 30-40% higher compared to the spatial method. This discrepancy can be attributed to
the unique ability of the PSD method to capture LER in terms of the roughness frequency.
Despite the difference in magnitude between both methods, the consistency in trends confirm
that deviating from a pure BCP causes a notable LER increase in the top 5 nm and bottom
5 nm of the film. This occurs because the LMW chains are highly coiled, as opposed to the
HMW chains which are fully elongated in the x-dimension. Figure 5.7 shows a top-down
VMD-rendered image of the top 5 nm of a BCP film that is a 50/50 blend of HMW and LMW
BCP [69]. For clarity, only the LMW chains are shown here. This high degree of coiling
near the interface leads to increased LER when compared to either of the pure BCP states.
When considering the implications of varying MW on the system’s overall free energy, this
phenomenon can be explained by thermodynamic effects on each chain type. Enthalpically,
the most favorable configuration is for all chains to be fully extended so that the interfacial
density is maximized. Entropically, the most favorable configuration is for all chains to be
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highly coiled so that the number of possible states is maximized. Because the LMW chains
in the blends leave an inherent void space in the center of each domain regardless of their
degree of extension in the x-direction, entropy is allowed to dominate the LMW chains, while
enthalpy dominates the HMW chains. As the blend approaches either a pure HMW BCP
or LMW BCP, the entropic contribution to free energy minimization is reduced, leading to
more densely packed interfaces and lower LER.
As shown in Fig. 5.5(e & f) and Fig. 5.6(e & f), the magnitude of LER in the bottom 5
nm is approximately 30% higher in unpinned lamellae than pinned lamellae. As described in
Sec. 5.5.1.1, this occurs because the strong guidance of the pinning stripes prevent significant
interfacial fluctuations. On the other hand, unpinned lamellae do not have a significant
energetic penalty for increased roughness.
Although the LER in the midsection appears to increase with increasing mLMW as shown
in Fig. 5.5(c & d) and Fig. 5.6(c & d), this trend is likely caused by the sampling bias
discussed in Sec. 5.5.1.2. When normalized by L0 , this trend is reduced; however, testing
films with a constant midsection thickness would need to be conducted before this can be
confirmed.

5.5.2 Line Width Roughness
5.5.2.1

PSD(0) Parameter

Figure 5.8 displays the effects of mLMW on PSD(0) for the LWR in the top 5 nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm of both pinned and unpinned lamellae. As opposed to the bottom
5 nm PSD(0) behavior for LER shown in Fig. 5.3(e & f), the magnitude of PSD(0) in the
bottom 5 nm for LWR in Fig. 5.8(e & f) is only slightly lower in pinned lamellae than unpinned. This suggests that adjacent lamellae are well-correlated, regardless of their position
relative to the underlayer. Additionally, the underlayer effects are no longer present in either
the top 5 nm or midsection of the film, as the magnitude of PSD(0) is roughly equivalent
between pinned and unpinned lamellae.
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Figure 5.5: LER for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d) and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of the
blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f) lamellae
for varying mLMW . LER is calculated using the numerical integration of the PSD curve.
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Figure 5.6: LER for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d) and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of the
blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f) lamellae
for varying mLMW . LER is calculated using the spatial domain method. Error bars indicate
95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 5.7: VMD rendering of the top slice of a BCP film that is 50% HMW BCP and
50% LMW BCP. Only the LMW BCP chains are shown here to emphasize their high
degree of coiling when placed in a BCP blend of variable MW. Type A LMW BCP beads
are green, while type B LMW BCP beads are orange.
The PSD(0) trends in the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm suggest that PSD(0) reaches a
maximum when the film is a 50/50 blend of HMW and LMW BCP. Additionally, PSD(0)
for pure LMW films is significantly lower than PSD(0) for pure HMW films. This suggests
that adjacent interfaces in pure LMW films primarily experience high frequency fluctuations;
on the other hand, pure HMW films have a higher degree of uncorrelated wiggling between
adjacent interfaces.

5.5.2.2

Correlation Length Parameter ξ

The effects of mLMW on ξ which is used to calculate LWR can be seen in Fig. 5.9. Although
there is initially no trend between ξ and mLMW , ξ generally decreases with increasing mLMW
when mLMW exceeds 0.5. This suggests that ξ behavior for LWR could become a function of
Lblend once Lblend reaches a critical size. Additionally, the ξ values for LER shown in Fig. 5.4
are significantly higher than those for LWR, particularly in the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm
of the film. This suggests that the mode of roughness for LWR is more stochastic in nature
than in LER.
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Figure 5.8: PSD(0) for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d), and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of
the blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f)
lamellae for varying mLMW . These PSD(0) values are used in the calculation of LWR.
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Figure 5.9: Correlation length for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d), and bottom 5 nm
(e, f) of the blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d,
f) lamellae for varying mLMW . These values are used in the calculation of LWR.
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In contrast to the bottom 5 nm trends in ξ observed in Fig. 5.4(e & f), the magnitude of ξ
is comparable between pinned and unpinned lamellae in the context of LWR Fig. 5.9(e & f).
This suggests that adjacent lamellae are highly correlated, and low frequency fluctuations in
unpinned lamellae effectively propagate to the adjacent unpinned lamellae.

5.5.2.3

Full LWR

Figure 5.10 displays the effects of mLMW on the LWR in the top 5 nm, midsection, and
bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when using the PSD integration method
of calculating LWR. Figure 5.11 displays the effects of mLMW on the LWR in the top 5
nm, midsection, and bottom 5 nm of pinned and unpinned lamellae when using the spatial
domain method of calculating LWR. Although the trends with increasing mLMW and in the
different film regions are consistent across both methods, the magnitude of LWR is roughly
40% higher when using the PSD integration method of calculation. Again, this suggests that
the spatial domain method may not fully capture all frequencies of roughness.
Similarly to the LER behavior in the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm described in Sec. 5.5.1.3,
the LWR in the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm reaches a maximum when the film is a 50/50
blend. This suggests that high entropy states directly reduce correlation between adjacent
lamellae. Another interesting feature in these regions is the notably lower LWR in pure
LMW BCP films compared to the LWR of pure HMW BCP films. Because the entropic
penalty for aligning short BCP chains is not as significant as when aligning longer BCP
chains, the pure LMW BCP is not as prone to long-range wiggling as the HMW BCP may
be.

5.6

Summary and Conclusions
Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the effects of

mLMW on LER and LWR, as well as the PSD(0) and ξ parameters that characterize their
behavior. The entropic penalty of blending BCP chains with large variations in MW is
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Figure 5.10: LWR for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d) and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of the
blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f) lamellae
for varying mLMW . LWR is calculated using the numerical integration of the PSD curve.
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Figure 5.11: LWR for the top 5 nm (a, b), midsection (c, d) and bottom 5 nm (e, f) of the
blended BCP thin-film simulations for the unpinned (a, c, e) and pinned (b, d, f) lamellae
for varying mLMW . LWR is calculated using the spatial domain method. Error bars
indicate 95% confidence intervals.
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evident in the LER and LWR behavior in the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm as the films increasingly deviate from a pure BCP state. Not only does a high entropy state directly lead
to increased LER, but it also decreases the degree of correlation between adjacent lamellae,
which significantly increases LWR. This could potentially be alleviated by blending discrete
BCP populations with less significant MW differences; however, the pitch range of these
blends would be greatly reduced compared to the range of achievable pitch sizes shown here.
Additionally, the difference in ξ behavior in the bottom 5 nm between pinned and unpinned
lamellae in Sec. 5.5.1.2 compared to Sec. 5.5.2.2 suggests that the lack of guidance in unpinned lamellae directly leads to an increased range of low frequency roughness; however,
this low frequency roughness is correlated between adjacent lamellae.
Despite the increased LER and LWR in the blends shown here, the magnitude of roughness is lower in these blends compared to the BCP/homopolymer blends studied previously
in Chs. 3 and 4 [81]. This suggests that blending BCPs of variable MW is a more effective
method of pitch modulation than blending BCP with homopolymer. However, the selection
of appropriate molecular weights for blending must be optimized to simultaneously achieve
pitch tuning without a significant increase in LER or LWR. Additionally, it is unknown how
these patterns will transfer after etching; therefore, modeling the etching process would beneficial for determining how the roughness in these BCP blends is ultimately transferred to
the substrate, as it is possible that some of the high frequency roughness shown here could
be resolved during the etching process.
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Chapter 6: Block Copolymer Directed Self-Assembly Defect Modes Induced by
Localized Errors in Chemoepitaxial Guiding Underlayers

6.1

Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B

38, 032604 (2020) and has been reproduced with the permission of the American Vacuum
Society. See Appendix A for permission.

6.2

Abstract
Block copolymer (BCP) directed self-assembly (DSA) has been presented as a potential

economically attractive enhancement to extend the capabilities of optical lithography for
semiconductor manufacturing. One concern in DSA is the level of defectivity that can be
achieved in such a process. Although entropic effects will always lead to some degree of
defectivity, highly ordered structures with a low theoretical equilibrium defect density can
be produced by guiding the ordering and placement of the BCP domains using a patterned
underlayer. Recent experimental studies have shown that while DSA processes can significantly reduce the observed defect density, defectivity levels are generally still higher than
allowable for high-volume manufacturing and higher than what would be anticipated from
free energy estimates of the observed defect modes. In particular, bridge defects are one
of the most commonly observed defect modes in experimental DSA studies. A number of
hypotheses have been proposed to explain the origins of these defects. One hypothesis is that
so-called affinity defects present in the underlayer can spawn bridge defects in the overlying
BCP film. The goal of the work reported here was to investigate the extent to which bridge
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defects can be generated or further reinforced in lamellae-forming block copolymer films due
to affinity defects in the underlayer pattern. Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations
were used to simulate the chemoepitaxial DSA of monodisperse block copolymer films atop
underlayers with varying affinity defect sizes. Affinity defects were simulated by creating
circular regions of a single polymer block type (which is the opposite block type of that used
to pattern the underlayer guiding stripes) in the nominally neutral background region of the
underlayer. These affinity defects were positioned in regions of the underlayer where they
were the incorrect type to match the overlying block copolymer pattern. It was observed
that the presence of an affinity defect in the neutral region of the underlayer caused the
energetically preferential polymer block to wet the affinity defect, thus creating the nucleus
of what could potentially become a bridge defect — even when the affinity defects were very
small. As the radius of the underlayer affinity defect (RoD) increased, the amount of block
copolymer of incorrect type (with respect to a perfectly assembled copolymer pattern) that
assembled above the affinity defect increased; but, in general, the thickness of the wetting
layer in contact with the affinity defect was only roughly one polymer chain thick. These data
suggest that an affinity defect in the underlayer alone is unlikely to be noticeably enhanced
by significant bridge defect formation in a monodisperse block copolymer film.

6.3

Introduction
Because bridge defects have only recently become a well-identified defectivity mode in

DSA processing, little is known about the origins or propagation of such defects outside of
SMART™ process patterning where they have primarily been studied through a combination
of experimental and simulation studies. Also, as mentioned earlier, the SCFT simulations
used to probe bridge defect formation in the SMART™ process thus far are limited to only
producing information about equilibrium configurations and cannot capture the possibility
of kinetically trapped bridge defects. As a first step in further elucidating the possible origins
of and methods for controlling bridge defect formation, the work reported here has focused
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on understanding the origins of bridge defects in chemoepitaxial DSA using coarse-grained
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Specifically, coarse-grained MD simulations were
used to study the influence of underlayer affinity defect size, as described by the radius of
the circular defect (RoD), on both the formation of bridge defects and their propagation
through the block copolymer film away from the underlayer interface.

6.4

Modeling Approach
The coarse-grained BCP model described in Sec. 2.2 was used throughout this study. The

value of ϵAB , which parameterizes the non-bonded interactions between opposing polymer
blocks, was used to tune the effective χ value in these BCP systems as described in Sec. 2.2.1.
In this work, ϵAB = 0.35

kcal
,
mol

yielding an effective χ ≈ 0.649. This value was deliberately

chosen so that the BCP can exhibit strongly segregating phase behavior at a reasonable chain
length. The linear diblock copolymer chains used in this work were symmetric, consisting
of 8 “A” beads and 8 “B” beads (N = 64), which yields χN ≈ 41.5 and a 50:50 A:B volume
ratio.

6.4.1 Underlayer Patterning
In this work, the chemoepitaxial underlayer was modeled as a brush underlayer with 2x
density multiplication in the manner described in Sec. 2.4.3.1. The non-defective regions
in the neutral background were modeled as random copolymer brushes with a background
composition (fA =

1
),
3

meaning that 33.3% of beads outside of the defect radius were of

type A. Affinity defects were modeled by introducing circular patterns into the underlayer,
inside which the composition was 100% B-type beads. This means the affinity defects in
the underlayer had the opposite composition of the guiding stripes. The underlayer defect
radius (RoD) was the variable of interest in this work, ranging from defect-free (0.00 · L0 ) to
0.48 · L0 in increments of 0.04 · L0 . As detailed in Sec. 6.4.2.1, L0 = 11.95 nm for this BCP
system. The defect was patterned according to the inequality
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(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 ≤ r 2 ,

(6.1)

where x is the x-position of the underlayer bead, y is the y-position of the underlayer bead,
and r is the radius of the circular defect centered at the point (x0 , y0 ). In this work, the (x0 ,
y0 ) location was chosen so that the defect was centered between adjacent guiding stripes.
Figure 6.1 displays a series of chemoepitaxial underlayers with increasing RoD.

Figure 6.1: Renderings of the A-type beads in the chemoepitaxial underlayer as a function
of RoD. The defective regions are composed of 100% type-B beads. These images were
generated using the VMD molecular visualization program.

6.4.2 Simulation Build
6.4.2.1

Bulk NPT Simulations

Following the methodology described in Sec. 2.4.2, bulk simulations were executed in the
isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble and were initialized in a pre-aligned state. Each bulk
NPT simulation was initialized to have dimensions of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where
Lest is the estimated pitch of the BCP. After undergoing the two-step minimization protocol
described in Sec. 2.4.1, the bulk simulations ran for 1 µs using the standard HOOMD NPT
integrator to perform NPT integration via the MTK barostat-thermostat. The x-dimension
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of the simulation box was averaged over the final 10 ns and divided by 5 (i.e., corresponding
to the number of A-B domains across the simulation volume) to determine the equilibrium
pitch size. Fifteen replicates were completed, and the results were averaged to determine the
final L0 value. For this system, L0 was determined to be 11.91 nm.
6.4.2.2

Thin-Film NVT Simulations

The thin-film simulations in this work were designed as described in Sec. 2.4.3. The BCP
film thickness in these simulations was chosen to be 1 · L0 because under this condition there
is minimal frustration of the system and biasing against various orientations of the ordered
lamellae system. The thin-film BCP simulations were initialized in a mixed state in the
manner described in Sec. 2.3.1. The lateral dimensions of the thin film in the plane parallel
to the substrate were designed to be (6 · L0 × 100nm), where L0 = 11.91 nm for this BCP
system. The simulations underwent the two-step energy minimization procedure described
in Sec. 2.4.1. Next, MD was run for 3 µs in the canonical (NVT) ensemble with the number
of beads (N), total system volume (V), and temperature (T) held constant. The standard
HOOMD NVT integrator was used to perform NVT integration via the Nosé–Hoover thermostat. Eighty replicates were completed for each underlayer defect condition. The final
position data for each simulation were then analyzed to determine the extent of bridge formation and propagation within the BCP film.
Once each simulation was completed, a grayscale image of the local B-bead concentration
of the thin-film BCP was generated following the procedure outlined in Sec. 2.7.1. The
fraction of B-type beads (fB ) in the expected bridging region was calculated, and the average
fB found in the same location from defect-free simulations (i.e., simulations built with no
affinity defect in the underlayer) was subtracted in order to minimize biasing due to interfacial
roughness.
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6.5

Results and Discussion
As discussed in Sec. 6.4.2.2, bridge formation and propagation were quantified by calcu-

lating fB in the region of interest above the underlayer affinity defect. It should be mentioned
that no bridge defects were observed in regions away from the underlayer affinity defect. Figure 6.2 qualitatively displays bridge propagation as a function of RoD through a series of
bottom-up VMD renderings of the entire BCP film [69]. Figure 6.3 displays fB as a function
of RoD in both the bottom 2 nm and bottom 5 nm of the film. In the bottom 2 nm, fB
initially increases slowly with increasing RoD, increases more rapidly in a linear fashion from
RoD = 0.12 · L0 to 0.40 · L0 , and then levels off for greater RoD near fB = 0.46. These
trends suggest that RoD = 0.12 · L0 is the maximum allowable underlayer affinity defect size
before noticeable bridging occurs. Figure 6.4 compares the calculated fB from the bottom
2 nm of the BCP film to a geometric ratio of the underlayer affinity defect’s surface area
to the inspection region’s surface area (i.e., 0.5 · L0 × L0 ). This ratio is described by the
following piece-wise function:
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(6.2)

R

, 0.25L0 < RoD ≤ 0.48L0

where A is the underlayer affinity defect’s surface area, AI is the inspection region’s surface
area, d = 0.25 · L0 , and R = RoD. The nearly perfect overlap between fB and the areal
ratio described in Eq. 6.2 suggests that the increase in fB is solely attributed to B-type beads
in the block copolymer wetting the B-rich affinity defect on the underlayer surface in order
to minimize the system’s free energy. Looking directly at the location of B blocks of the
block copolymer in the region above the affinity defect confirms that in all simulations only a
single layer of B-block chains wet the affinity defect at long annealing times. Therefore, the
underlayer affinity defect attracts and pins B-block chains in the region of the film that would
nominally be occupied by A-block chains; however, this only occurs in the narrow boundary
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layer contacting the underlayer, confining B-enrichment to the bottom 2–3 nm of the film.
These results appear to contrast with experimental studies in which SEM images show more
significant bridge propagation through the film thickness [53]. Understanding which other
material and process parameters could produce thicker bridge defects will be an important
step in discovering how to control and mitigate these defects. One thought concerning
the results discussed thus far may be that the relatively high χN product used provides a
significant energy barrier to bridge defect propagation through the block copolymer film, and
that lower χN systems may exhibit more substantial defect propagation. This possibility
was explored in Ch. 7 and published by Henderson and coworkers [82].

a)

b)

Defect free

c)

d)

e)

RoD = 0.12L0 RoD = 0.24L0 RoD = 0.36L0 RoD = 0.48L0

Figure 6.2: Bottom-up renderings of bridge propagation in the block copolymer film as a
function of increasing RoD. The rectangular regions represent the areas where fB is
calculated. These images were generated using the VMD molecular visualization program.

6.6

Summary and Conclusions
Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to probe the effects of under-

layer affinity defect radius (RoD) on bridge defect formation and propagation in the overlying
block copolymer film. The presence of an affinity defect in the underlayer was found to induce a bridge defect in the block copolymer film that equilibrated to a thickness of roughly
one polymer chain. It was also found that the bridge defect’s lateral size (i.e., in the plane
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Figure 6.3: Fraction of type-B beads (fB ) as a function of the underlayer defect radius
(RoD) in both the bottom 2 nm (blue) and bottom 5 nm (red) of the film. Error bars
indicate 90% confidence intervals.

Figure 6.4: Fraction of type-B beads (fB ) in the bottom 2 nm (blue) compared with the
theoretical propagation described in Eq. 6.2 (black). The inset images indicate the areal
ratio of the underlayer defect to the inspection region. Error bars indicate 90% confidence
intervals.
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parallel to the substrate) increased with increasing RoD; however, the defect remained confined to the bottom 2–3 nm of the BCP film despite this lateral expansion. This means that
underlayer affinity defects alone likely cannot spawn bridge defects of appreciable thickness
in pure, monodisperse BCP films. Studies were conducted to explore the impact of a variety
of experimental complexities on bridge defect formation such as homopolymer contamination, polymer dispersity, and underlayer guiding stripe multiplicity, and these results can be
found in Ch. 8.
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Chapter 7: Understanding and Mitigating Bridge Defects in Block Copolymer
Directed Self-Assembly through Computational Materials Design

7.1

Note to Reader
Portions of this chapter have been previously published in Proc. SPIE 11326, Advances

in Patterning Materials and Processes XXXVII, 113261K (23 March 2020) and has been
reproduced with permission from SPIE. See Appendix A, for permission.

7.2

Abstract
Block copolymers (BCPs) are appealing materials to the lithography community be-

cause of their potential to extend Moore’s Law beyond the 10 nm node. Not only do BCPs
have the ability to microphase separate into structures such as cylinders and lamellae at
single-nm length scales, but device fabricators also have control over the alignment of these
structures by manipulating the energy landscape of the substrate via directed self-assembly
(DSA). Despite the promise that BCPs show in offering an economical enhancement to
optical lithography, the levels of defectivity in BCP-patterned devices are still above the
desired levels for industrial-scale implementation. A troublesome defect mode that has been
observed in experimental BCP structures is the bridge defect. Previous simulation studies
by Henderson and coworkers have shown that affinity defects in chemoepitaxial underlayers
have the potential to spawn bridge defects in the overlying BCP film. An important consideration in characterizing bridge defectivity is to evaluate and determine which BCP material
properties are capable of inhibiting bridge propagation through a BCP film aligned atop an
underlayer containing an affinity defect. In this work, coarse-grained molecular dynamics
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simulations were used to model BCPs with various energetic and structural properties to
identify which properties impact bridge propagation. Although there was minimal correlation between BCP properties and bridge propagation, a kinetic survey showed that bridge
defects generally reached their maximum thickness within the first 100 ns of thermal annealing. As the BCP began undergoing long-range alignment, the bridges slowly healed before
reaching an equilibrium thickness of roughly one BCP chain.

7.3

Introduction
Henderson and coworkers previously used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to in-

vestigate the effects of the underlayer affinity defect radius (RoD) in a chemoepitaxial underlayer on the degree of bridge propagation in the overlying block copolymer film. As shown
in Fig. 6.4 and discussed in Ch. 6, the lateral bridge size did increase with increasing RoD;
however, this increase corresponded nearly perfectly with the estimated degree of bridging
based upon the ratio of the affinity defect area relative to the total inspection area. This
means that the increase in bridging was limited to the first layer of BCP chains immediately atop the underlayer, and there was no significant propagation through the BCP film’s
thickness. It was speculated that the material properties of the BCP system studied in that
earlier work (χ ≈ 0.649, N = 64, χN ≈ 41.5) could have inhibited further propagation due
to the limited chain length and severe energetic penalty for intermixing between A and B
beads [83]. To explore this possibility, coarse-grained MD simulations were used to study
the influence of BCP material properties (shown in Table 7.1) on bridge propagation atop a
chemoepitaxial underlayer which contained an affinity defect with a radius held constant at
RoD = 0.25 · L0 .
7.4

Modeling Approach
The coarse-grained BCP model described in Sec. 2.2 was used in this study. As described

in Sec. 2.2.1, the value of ϵAB , which describes the non-bonded energetic interactions between
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opposing polymer blocks, is the model variable that was used to tune the effective χ value
in these BCP systems. Table 7.1 displays the various ϵAB parameters used in this study,
along with their corresponding χ values. The linear diblock copolymer chains used in this
work had symmetric composition; however, the number of beads was changed in order to
simulate varying degrees of polymerization (N). Table 7.1 describes the N values simulated
in this study. Each chain had 8 “A” beads and 8 “B” beads in systems where N = 64
monomers; meanwhile, each chain had 16 “A” beads and 16 “B” beads in systems where N
= 128 monomers. Each block copolymer system evaluated in this study had a 50:50 A:B
volume ratio.
Table 7.1: Properties of block copolymer systems simulated in this study.
χN
20
30
40

ϵAB
0.4278
0.4742
0.3916
0.4613
0.3555
0.4483

χ
0.3125
0.1563
0.4688
0.2344
0.6250
0.3125

N
64
128
64
128
64
128

L0 [nm]
10.08
12.80
11.07
14.21
11.82
15.44

7.4.1 Underlayer Patterning
In this work, the chemoepitaxial underlayer was modeled as linear brush polymers grafted
onto a substrate in the same manner as that described in Sec. 2.4.3.1. The simulated underlayers in this study were composed of an alternating pattern of highly preferential guiding
stripes and neutral background regions such that the underlayer had 2x density multiplication. This means that the guiding stripe had a width of 0.5 · L0 , and the neutral background
region had a width of 1.5 · L0 . The guiding stripe was composed of 100% A-type beads;
meanwhile, the non-defective background region was modeled as a random brush copolymer
and had a background composition (fA ) = 1/3, meaning that 33.3% of beads outside of the
defect radius were of type A.
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Affinity defects were modeled by introducing circular patterns into the underlayer, inside
which every bead was of type B. In each system simulated in this study, the underlayer
defect radius (RoD) was held constant at RoD = 0.25 · L0 . This value was chosen so that
the diameter of the affinity defect would perfectly align with the half-pitch of the overlying
BCP. As described in Table 7.1, L0 is dependent upon the effective χ and N values being
simulated in each system. The defect was patterned according to the inequality

(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 ≤ r 2 ,

(7.1)

where x is the x-position of the underlayer bead, y is the y-position of the underlayer bead,
and r is the radius of the circular defect centered at the point (x0 , y0 ). In this work, the
(x0 , y0 ) location was chosen so that the defect was centered between adjacent guiding stripes
and positioned near the center of the simulation volume. Figure 7.1 shows an example of
a chemoepitaxial underlayer that contains a circular affinity defect with radius (RoD) =
0.25 · L0 .
7.4.2 Simulation Build
7.4.2.1

Bulk NPT Simulations

Bulk simulations were executed from an initially pre-aligned state, following the procedure described in Sec. 2.4.2. Each bulk NPT simulation was initialized to have dimensions
of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where Lest is the estimated pitch of the BCP. After undergoing
the two-step minimization procedure described in Sec. 2.4.1, the bulk simulations ran for 500
ns using the standard HOOMD NPT integrator to perform NPT integration via the MTK
barostat-thermostat. The x-dimension of the simulation box was averaged over the final 50
ns and divided by 5 (corresponding to the number of A-B domains across the simulation
volume) to determine L0 for each simulation. Sixteen replicates were completed per BCP
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Figure 7.1: All of the chemoepitaxial underlayers simulated in this study contained an
affinity defect with RoD = 0.25 · L0 . This figure shows a representation of such an
underlayer, in which only A-type beads are displayed while B-type beads are hidden. The
affinity defect region in this example is highlighted by the red circle, demonstrating the
absence of A-type beads in this region.
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system, and the results were averaged to determine the final L0 value for each system. Each
BCP system’s final L0 value and corresponding χ and N parameters are shown in Table 7.1.
7.4.2.2

Thin-Film NVT Simulations

The two components of the thin-film simulations used in this study are the chemoepitaxial
underlayer described in Sec. 7.4.1 and the overlying thin-film BCP. Every thin-film BCP in
this study was designed to have a thickness of 1.25 · L0 in order to promote system frustration
and to bias the BCP chains into the desired parallel alignment with respect to the substrate.
The thin-film NVT simulations were built in an initially mixed-state, following the procedure
described in Sec. 2.3.1. The lateral dimensions of the thin film in the plane parallel to the
substrate were designed to be (6 · L0 × 100nm), where L0 is a function of the system’s χ and
N parameters, as shown in Table 7.1. The simulations underwent the same two-step energy
minimization procedure described in Sec. 2.4.1. Next, the simulations ran for 16µs in the
canonical (NVT) ensemble in which the number of particles (N), total system volume (V),
and temperature (T) are held constant. The standard HOOMD NVT integrator was used to
perform NVT integration via the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Nine replicates were completed
for each BCP system.
To capture the kinetics of bridge formation, a grayscale image of the local B-bead concentration of the thin-film BCP was generated based on periodic snapshots of the simulation
state. Snapshots were captured at the following time intervals: 40 ns, 80 ns, 160 ns, 250 ns,
500 ns, 1 µs, 2 µs, 4 µs, 6 µs, 8 µs, 10 µs, 12 µs, 14 µs, and 16 µs. These grayscale images were generated following the procedure described in Sec. 2.7.1. In this study, grayscale
images were generated based on the local BCP composition within the bottom 2 nm and
bottom 5 nm of the film.
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7.5

Results and Discussion
As discussed extensively in Sec. 2.7.1, bridge propagation was quantified by calculating

fB in the square region of the block copolymer film immediately above the underlayer affinity
defect. No bridge formation occurred in regions outside the region of interest, as confirmed
by visual inspection. Figure 7.2 qualitatively displays an example of bridge propagation as
a function of time through a series of bottom-up and cross-sectional VMD renderings [69].
In this example, χ ≈ 0.3125, N = 64, and χN ≈ 20. Figure 7.3 displays fB as a function
of time in the bottom 2 nm of each BCP system studied here. Figure 7.4 displays fB as a
function of time in the bottom 5 nm of each BCP system studied here. For constant χN,
fB was generally higher for the system in which N = 128 compared to the system in which
N = 64, particularly within the first 1 µs of thermal annealing. This phenomenon is likely
attributable to the fact that long-range ordering requires more time in higher-N systems
because the polymer diffusion rate decreases with increasing N. Although higher-N systems
initially exhibited greater degrees of bridge propagation, these trends no longer held true once
long-range ordering took place around 1 µs. In every system studied, fB reached its maximum
within the first 100 ns of thermal annealing, and for systems in which N = 64, fB reached
its maximum within the first 40 ns. After reaching its maximum relatively quickly, fB slowly
receded as long-range ordering took place and reached an equilibrium value ranging from
0.4-0.6 in the bottom 2 nm and 0.25 - 0.375 in the bottom 5 nm. This indicates that bridging
beyond the BCP-underlayer interface was quite minimal, and the qualitative trend shown in
Fig. 7.2 confirms this. In fact, most simulations qualitatively showed an equilibrium bridge
thickness of approximately 1 BCP chain. It is believed that this equilibrium configuration
minimizes the free energy of the overall system by simultaneously wetting the defective
region of the underlayer with its preferred B-type beads but maintaining an overall lamellar
structure as designed by the rest of the underlayer. Although the chains immediately atop the
affinity defect are forced into what appears to be an energetically unfavorable conformation
since the A and B-blocks on the same chain fold to be in contact with one another, this local
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energetic penalty seems to be outweighed by the combined benefits of long-range lamellar
ordering and local B enrichment atop the affinity defect.

Figure 7.2: The observed bridges typically reached their maximum thickness within the
first 100 ns of annealing. Once large-scale alignment within the BCP film took place, the
bridge thickness was reduced to approximately one BCP chain.

7.6

Summary and Conclusions
Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the effects of

BCP material properties on bridge defect formation and propagation atop a chemoepitaxial
underlayer containing a local affinity defect. Although high-N systems initially formed thicker
bridges than their low-N counterparts, no significant difference in the bridge thickness was
observed at long annealing times once long-range ordering took place. After thermally
annealing for 16 µs, nearly every system studied here contained a bridge defect of minimal
thickness (roughly one BCP chain thick), indicating that BCP material properties alone
have no effect on the equilibrium bridge thickness. These results indicate that in an ideal,
monodisperse block copolymer aligned using chemoepitaxial DSA, underlayer affinity defects
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Figure 7.3: The fraction of B-type beads (fB ) was calculated at varying points of time to
capture the kinetics of bridge formation and propagation in the bottom 2 nm. Error bars
indicate 90% confidence intervals.

Figure 7.4: The fraction of B-type beads (fB ) was calculated at varying points of time to
capture the kinetics of bridge formation and propagation in the bottom 5 nm. Error bars
indicate 90% confidence intervals.
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appear to be unable to spawn bridge defects of appreciable thickness in the BCP film.
Therefore, if the block copolymer film itself plays a role in contributing to the formation
and observance of bridge defects, it appears that other factors must be involved. A followup exploration investigating the effects of a wide variety of realistic BCP complexities on
bridge formation and propagation is described in Ch. 8. Some of the complexities considered
included dispersity in the block copolymer, homopolymer contamination, and changes in the
underlayer guiding stripe multiplicity.
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Chapter 8: Investigations into the Root Causes of Bridge Defectivity in Block
Copolymer Directed Self-Assembly

8.1

Abstract
In 1965, Intel cofounder Gordon Moore predicted that the areal density of transistors

patterned on microelectronic devices would double approximately every 18-24 months. Although this prediction (now commonly referred to as Moore’s Law) was largely realized from
the 1960’s through the late 2000’s, the rate of increase has slowed within the past decade
as the desired feature sizes have shrunk below ten nanometers. The bottleneck in further
feature size reduction is due to the physical limits of optical lithography, which is the iterative process of patterning and subsequently developing device features on a silicon wafer.
The microelectronics community is well aware of the significant challenges which lie ahead
in terms of developing alternative lithographic techniques that can be used to pattern features with sub-10 nm spacing. A few of the primary technologies being explored as possible
extensions to traditional optical lithography include extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV),
nano-imprint lithography, electron-beam lithography, and the directed self-assembly (DSA)
of block copolymers (BCPs).
BCPs have emerged as increasingly intriguing materials because integrating them into
the semiconductor fabrication process is far more economical than other alternatives such
as EUV lithography and complex multiple-patterning schemes. BCP materials have the
inherent ability to microphase separate and form highly ordered nanostructures such as
spheres, cylinders, gyroids, and lamellae. Cylinders and lamellae are the morphological
structures that are of particular interest to lithographers because of their potential to be utilized in contact hole and line-space patterning, respectively. Although these nanostructures
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are naturally unaligned, directed self-assembly (DSA) makes use of underlayer guiding patterns to order and align these features into periodic, perpendicular structures. For example,
chemoepitaxial processes use a chemically neutral underlayer that is patterned with periodic
chemically preferential regions which attract one of the polymer blocks. This modification
of the energetic landscape of the self-assembly process can transform what would ordinarily
be a defective fingerprint in a lamellae-forming BCP into a well-ordered line-space type pattern. In practice, chemoepitaxy is employed in the DSA of lamellar BCPs by synthesizing
a brush underlayer that has periodic pinning stripes that are highly preferential to one of
the BCP blocks through non-bonding interactions; meanwhile, the rest of the underlayer is
slightly preferential to the opposing block. Ideally, BCPs will coat a surface, phase separate,
and leave behind a mask that can be transferred into the silicon substrate via etching upon
removal of one of the BCP blocks. Recent advances in DSA processing have drastically
reduced the observed density of defects such as dislocations and disclinations in BCP thin
films; however, the so-called bridge defect has become an increasingly problematic defect
mode within the past decade.
A great deal of effort has been placed into investigating bridge defectivity in various
DSA processes including the SMART™ process, COOL process, and LiNe process. Sato
and coworkers used self-consistent field theory to investigate the effects of so-called underlayer affinity defects on bridge defectivity in the COOL process. They found that both
the frequency of bridging and bridge thickness increased with increasing affinity defect size;
however, the PS-b-PMMA model used in this study had a volume ratio of 11:9 PS:PMMA,
which likely also contributed to the observed thickness. Henderson and coworkers investigated underlayer affinity defects in chemoepitaxial process flow and their ability to spawn
bridge defects in an overlying BCP film with a 50:50 A:B volume ratio. Although there was a
positive correlation between bridge propagation and the size of the underlayer affinity defect,
propagation primarily occurred laterally and was limited to the bottom of the BCP film.
These results indicate that underlayer affinity defects are not the sole root cause of bridge de-
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fectivity. Follow-up studies by Henderson and coworkers also suggested that bridge thickness
is not significantly affected by BCP material properties such as χ and N. Further work must
be conducted to determine which factors in DSA processing contribute to bridge defectivity
in order to mitigate them during fabrication. In this study, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations are used to systematically investigate errors in material synthesis and DSA
processing and their effects on bridge defectivity. The processing errors studied included
polymer dispersity, homopolymer contamination, and varying degrees of underlayer guiding
stripe multiplicity. Although there is a direct correlation between increasing homopolymer
content and polymer block dispersity and wetting of the incorrect polymer type, propogation
of these defects primarily occurred laterally rather than through the thickness of the film.
Bridge thickness was found to increase with decreasing underlayer guidance (i.e., more A-B
BCP domains per underlayer guiding stripe), but thick bridges were typically accompanied
by large-scale defects such as dislocations or disclinations. None of the conditions tested
here yielded bridge defects of appreciable thickness in an otherwise perfectly aligned BCP
film.

8.2

Introduction
Henderson and coworkers previously used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to in-

vestigate the effects of BCP structural and energetic properties on the degree of bridge
propagation in the BCP film when annealed atop a chemoepitaxial underlayer containing
an affinity defect [82]. As shown in Fig. 7.3 and discussed in Ch. 7, for a constant χN
product, the lateral bridge size did increase in BCP systems with longer chain length (N);
however, in general there was little correlation between the BCP’s material properties and
the final bridge defect thickness. If through-film bridge defect propagation is minimal in
uncontaminated, monodisperse BCP materials, perhaps realistic complexities in BCP synthesis and DSA processing could have an effect. To explore this possibility, coarse-grained
MD simulations were used to study the influence of homopolymer contamination, polymer
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block dispersity, and underlayer guiding stripe multiplicity on bridge propagation in BCP
films aligned atop a chemoepitaxial underlayer which contained an affinity defect of constant
radius RoD = 0.25 · L0 .
8.3

Modeling Approach
The coarse-grained BCP model described in Sec. 2.2 was used in this study. As described

in Sec. 2.2.1, the value of ϵAB , which describes the non-bonded energetic interactions between
opposing polymer blocks, is the model variable that was used to tune the effective χ value
in these BCP systems. In this work, ϵAB ≈ 0.468

kcal
,
mol

yielding χ ≈ 0.195. This value was

deliberately chosen so that the BCP could exhibit intermediate segregating phase behavior
at a reasonable chain length, while at the same time minimizing the probability of kinetically
trapped defects due to the large kinetic barrier needed to anneal defects in high-χN systems.
In the case of modeling monodisperse block lengths, the linear diblock copolymer chains were
symmetric, consisting of 16 “A” beads and 16 “B” beads (N = 128), which yields χN ≈ 25
and a 50:50 A:B volume ratio.

8.3.1 Homopolymer Generation
Rather than severing existing BCP chains to generate homopolymer as discussed in
Sec. 3.4.1 and Sec. 4.3.1, homopolymer chains were built and configured in an initially mixed
state, following the same protocol for BCP chain generation described in Sec. 2.3.1. This
somewhat simpler approach is valid for systems initialized in a fully mixed state because
the simulation runtime is sufficient to allow homopolymer chains to diffuse to the center of
their respective BCP block domains as expected. In pre-aligned systems, this routine creates
unrealistic interfacial density fluctuations because the abbreviated simulation runtimes are
not sufficient to allow for full chain diffusion. Using this method, the number of required
homopolymer chains and BCP chains are calculated via the following two equations:
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Lx × Ly × Lz × mHomo × ρ0
,
NHomo

(8.1)

Lx × Ly × Lz × (1 − mHomo ) × ρ0
,
NBCP

(8.2)

nHomo =

nBCP =

where nHomo and nBCP are the number of homopolymer chains and BCP chains, respectively,
Lx , Ly , and Lz are the simulation box dimensions, mHomo is the desired mass fraction of
homopolymer, ρ0 is the desired bead density (1.35

beads
nm3

in this case), and NHomo and NBCP

are the chain lengths of homopolymer and BCP, respectively. Homopolymer of type-A and
type-B were symmetrically blended as either 4-, 8-, or 16-bead chains depending upon the
given NHomo parameter. The mass fraction of homopolymer chains (mHomo ) tested in this
work include 0.00 (pure BCP), 0.025, 0.05, and 0.10. In this study, the homopolymer chains
had the same structural and energetic properties as their respective BCP blocks.

8.3.2 Modeling Polymer Block Dispersity
In this study, polymer block dispersity was modeled using a Wesslau distribution. The
Wesslau distribution is an empirical distribution model and is also referred to as a lognormal distribution. This distribution model was chosen because it has been shown to
accurately model the molecular weight distribution for linear polymer systems, especially
those synthesized via anionic polymerization [84]. This distribution is described by the
following three equations:
"
 #
1
1 2 N
√ exp − 2 ln
,
P(N) =
β
N0
Nβ π
s
β=


xw
2 × ln
,
xn

(8.3)



(8.4)
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N0 = xn exp


β2
,
4

(8.5)

where P(N) is the probability of a block having a degree of polymerization N, xw is the
block weight-average degree of polymerization, and xn is the block number-average degree of
polymerization. The expected number of chains of block length N in a given system is equal
to P(N) multiplied by the total number of chains. The total number of chains is a function
of the simulation box dimensions, polymer density ρ0 (1.35

beads
nm3

in this case), and desired

xn .
The number of chains containing each possible block length was calculated based upon
P(N) and then rounded to the nearest integer. This distribution was applied to both blocks
A and B to create two unique arrays of block lengths. The order of elements in each array
was then randomized, and corresponding array elements were joined together to form each
BCP chain.

8.3.3 Underlayer Patterning
In this work, the chemoepitaxial underlayer was modeled as linear brush polymers grafted
onto a substrate in the same manner as that described in Sec. 2.4.3.1. The simulated underlayers in this study were composed of an alternating pattern of highly preferential guiding
stripes and neutral background regions. In the studies in which homopolymer contamination
and polymer block dispersity were the variables of interest, the underlayer had a constant
density multiplication of 2x; however, underlayers of 3x, 4x, 8x, and unpatterned density
multiplication were also designed to test the effects of underlayer guidance on bridge defect
formation and propagation. While the guiding stripes were composed of 100% A-type beads,
the background composition (fA ) was varied as a function of guiding stripe multiplicity to
maintain nominal neutrality to the BCP domains aligned atop the non-defective background
region. Table 8.1 shows the relationship between density multiplication and the background
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composition necessary to maintain nominal neutrality. VMD renderings of such underlayers
can be seen in Fig. 8.1.
Table 8.1: Background composition (fA ) must vary as a function of guiding stripe
multiplicity in order to maintain chemical neutrality to the overlying BCP film.
Density Multiplication
1x
2x
3x
4x
8x
Unpatterned

fA
0
1/3
2/5
3/7
7/15
1/2

Figure 8.1: In order to evaluate the effects of underlayer guidance on bridge defect
formation and propagation, the underlayer guiding stripe multiplicity was varied. VMD
renderings of such underlayers are shown here.
Affinity defects were modeled by introducing circular patterns into the underlayer, inside
which every bead is of type B. In each system simulated in this study, the underlayer defect
radius (RoD) was held constant at RoD = 0.25 · L0 . This value was chosen so that the
diameter of the affinity defect would perfectly align with the half-pitch of the overlying
BCP. As described in Table 8.2, and Fig. 8.2, L0 is dependent upon the polymer block
dispersity being modeled. The defect was patterned according to the inequality

(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2 ≤ r 2 ,

(8.6)
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where x is the x-position of the underlayer bead, y is the y-position of the underlayer bead,
and r is the radius of the circular defect centered at the point (x0 , y0 ). In all simulations
other than those with a 3x density multiplication underlayer, the (x0 , y0 ) location was chosen
so that the defect was centered between adjacent guiding stripes and positioned near the
center of the simulation volume. Due to the lack of symmetry in odd-numbered guiding
stripe multiplicities such as the 3x case described here, the defect was shifted laterally so
that it would align underneath an expected A-domain in the overlying BCP film.

8.3.4 Simulation Build
8.3.4.1

Bulk NPT Simulations

To determine the effects of polymer block dispersity on pitch, bulk simulations were
executed from an initially pre-aligned state, following the procedure described in Sec. 2.4.2.
Block PDI’s ranging from 1.00 to 1.20 in intervals of 0.01 were simulated here. Each bulk
NPT simulation was initialized to have dimensions of (5 · Lest × 20nm × 20nm), where Lest
is the estimated pitch of the BCP. After undergoing the two-step minimization procedure
described in Sec. 2.4.1, the bulk simulations ran for 1 µs using the standard HOOMD NPT
integrator to perform NPT integration via the MTK barostat-thermostat. The x-dimension
of the simulation box was averaged over the final 500 ns and divided by 5 (corresponding
to the number of A-B domains across the simulation volume) to determine L0 for each
simulation. Twenty-five replicates were completed per BCP system, and the results were
averaged to determine the final L0 value for each system. The final block PDI values used
here along with their corresponding L0 are shown in Table 8.2, and the near-linear dependence
of L0 on block PDI is shown in Fig. 8.2.
8.3.4.2

Thin-Film NVT Simulations

The two components of the thin-film simulations used in this study are the chemoepitaxial
underlayer described in Sec. 8.3.3 and the overlying thin-film BCP. Every thin-film BCP in
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Table 8.2: Block PDI values and the corresponding L0 values used in this study.
Block PDI
1.00
1.025
1.05
1.10
1.20

L0 [nm]
13.55
13.72
13.85
14.13
14.62

Figure 8.2: To determine the effects of block PDI on equilibrium pitch (L0 ), systems with
a block PDI ranging from 1.00 to 1.20 were simulated under NPT conditions. Normalized
pitch values are shown along with the line of best fit.
this study was designed to have a thickness of 1.25·L0 in order to promote system frustration
and to bias the BCP chains into the desired parallel alignment with respect to the substrate.
The thin-film NVT simulations were built in an initially mixed-state, following the procedure
described in Sec. 2.3.1. In most systems, the lateral dimensions of the thin film in the plane
parallel to the substrate were designed to be (6 · L0 × 6 · L0 ), where L0 is a function
of the system’s block PDI, as shown in Table 8.2. In the case of the underlayer density
multiplication study described in Sec. 8.3.3, the film’s lateral dimensions were designed to
be (8 · L0 × 8 · L0 ) for 2x, 4x, 8x, and unpatterned underlayers, and (6 · L0 × 6 · L0 ) for 3x
underlayers. This design choice was made because the film dimensions must be an integer
multiple of the density multiplication in order to accommodate the necessary guiding stripe
periodicity. The simulations underwent the same two-step energy minimization procedure
described in Sec. 2.4.1. Next, the simulations ran for 5 µs in the canonical (NVT) ensemble
in which the number of particles (N), total system volume (V), and temperature (T) are held
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constant. The standard HOOMD NVT integrator was used to perform NVT integration via
the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Twenty-five replicates were completed for each BCP system.
As described in Sec. 8.3.4.2, the position data for each simulation was periodically analyzed to
determine the time evolution of bridge formation and propagation within the block copolymer
film.
To capture the kinetics of bridge formation, a grayscale image of the local B-bead concentration of the thin-film BCP was generated based on periodic snapshots of the simulation
state. Snapshots were captured at the following time intervals: 40 ns, 80 ns, 160 ns, 250
ns, and in intervals of 500 ns between 500 - 5000 ns (5 µs). These grayscale images were
generated following the procedure described in Sec. 2.7.1. In this study, grayscale images
were generated based on the local BCP composition within the bottom 25% and bottom
50% of the film.

8.4

Results and Discussion
As discussed extensively in Sec. 2.7.1, bridge propagation was quantified by calculating fB

(fB,F in the case of homopolymer contamination) in the square region of the block copolymer
film immediately above the underlayer affinity defect. No bridge formation occurred in
regions outside the region of interest, as confirmed by visual inspection. Large scale defects
were also identified using the method described in Sec. 2.7.2 with a threshold fB value of
0.05.

8.4.1 Homopolymer Contamination
Figure 8.3 displays fB,F as a function of time in the bottom 25% of each BCP film
studied here. Figure 8.4 displays the percentage of final simulation states containing a large
scale defect as a function of the homopolymer mass fraction (mF ) and homopolymer chain
length (NHomo or NF ). For constant mF , fB,F was generally higher for systems with longer
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homopolymer chains (i.e., higher NF ). However, for mF = 5.0% and 10.0%, systems with
greater NF were also more likely to contain a large-scale defect.

Figure 8.3: The fraction of B and F-type beads (fB, F ) was calculated at varying points of
time to capture the the effects of homopolymer contamination on the kinetics of bridge
formation and propagation in the bottom 2 nm. The black dotted line indicates the average
fB, F in all films containing no homopolymer. Error bars indicate 90% confidence intervals.
Additionally, fB,F generally increased as a function of increasing mF . Although conventional wisdom of polymer energetics might lead one to believe that increased bridging is a
result of increased homopolymer localization near the underlayer affinity defect, this was not
the case here. In fact, homopolymer was evenly distributed throughout each BCP lamella
regardless of its mass fraction or chain length. This is because the energetics governing
the phase separation of the BCP dominate the homopolymer’s energetic attraction to the
underlayer affinity defect, forcing the homopolymer to disperse in order to accommodate
perpendicular lamellar ordering. Rather than homopolymer localization leading to increased
bridging as a function of increasing mF this trend can instead be explained by the coupled
increase in large defect frequency as a function of mF . Systems with greater mF were more
likely to contain a large scale defect for two reasons: 1) the width of the underlayer guiding
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Figure 8.4: The percentage of simulations containing a large-scale defect was calculated at
the final timestep to capture the effects of homopolymer contamination on large defect
stabilization.
stripes became increasingly incommensurate with the pitch of the BCP with increasing mF ,
and 2) greater degrees of homopolymer contamination generally increase the system entropy
which partially offsets the energetic guidance provided by the underlayer guide pattern. Even
in simulations of high mF which contain a large scale defect, the underlayer affinity defect
was primarily wet by type-B BCP rather than type-F homopolymer.

8.4.2 Polymer Block Dispersity
Figure 8.5 displays fB as a function of time in the bottom 25% of each BCP film studied
here. Figure 8.6 displays the percentage of final simulation states containing a large scale
defect as a function of block PDI. Although fB generally increases with increasing block PDI,
especially for block PDI = 1.20, the mode of propagation is primarily lateral, as indicated
by the insets in Fig. 8.5. Although the width of the guiding stripes was adjusted to match
the half-pitch of each BCP system studied here, large scale defect frequency still increased
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as a function of increasing block PDI. This trend can be explained by the overall increase in
system entropy as a function of increasing PDI, making it more difficult for the BCP to form
sharp, directed interfaces and decreasing the guiding capacity of the underlayer. As a result,
systems containing a large defect generally also contained a bridge defect of appreciable
thickness. However, these results still conflict with those found experimentally, in which
bridge defects were observed in isolation without an accompanying large scale defect [48,53].

Figure 8.5: The fraction of B-type beads (fB ) was calculated at varying points of time to
capture the the effects of polymer block dispersity on the kinetics of bridge formation and
propagation in the bottom 2 nm. In the inset films, red beads represent type-A BCP and
blue beads represent type-B BCP. Orange beads represent the defective region of the
chemoepitaxial underlayer. Error bars indicate 90% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8.6: The percentage of simulations containing a large-scale defect was calculated at
varying points of time to capture the effects of polymer block dispersity on large defect
stabilization.
8.4.3 Underlayer Density Multiplication
Figure 8.7 displays fB as a function of time in the bottom 25% of each BCP film studied here. Figure 8.8 displays the percentage of final simulation states containing a large
scale defect as a function of underlayer guiding stripe multiplicity. On average, fB strongly
correlated with guiding stripe multiplicity, increasing as the degree of underlayer guidance
decreased. These results are completely expected because the impact of the underlayer affinity defect is greater when fewer guiding stripes are present to counteract its attraction to the
incorrect block type. However, no films that annealed to a defect-free final state contained a
bridge defect of appreciable thickness, regardless of guiding stripe multiplicity. This means
that the distribution of fB values is bi-modal as defect-free films have minimal through-film
propagation, while defective films generally contain a thick bridge defect. Although isolated
bridge defects of appreciable thickness were not observed here, the positive correlation be-
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tween density multiplication and fB indicates that lateral bridge propagation does increase
when less guidance is present in the underlayer.

Figure 8.7: The fraction of B-type beads (fB ) was calculated at varying points of time to
capture the the effects of underlayer density multiplication on the kinetics of bridge
formation and propagation in the bottom 2 nm. Error bars indicate 90% confidence
intervals.

8.5

Summary and Conclusions
Coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the effects of

errors in BCP material synthesis and DSA processing on bridge defect formation and propagation atop a chemoepitaxial underlayer containing a local affinity defect. These complexities included homopolymer contamination, polymer block dispersity, and underlayers with
increasing density multiplication. After thermally annealing for 5 µs, nearly every system
without a large scale defect contained a bridge defect of minimal thickness (roughly one BCP
chain thick), indicating that while these features do increase the overall defectivity of the
BCP film, they do not directly impact bridge thickness in isolation. These results indicate
that thick bridge defects do not necessarily need to be present in the BCP film for a bridge
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Figure 8.8: The percentage of simulations containing a large-scale defect was calculated at
varying points of time to capture the effects of underlayer density multiplication on large
defect stabilization.
defect to appear in the final pattern. In fact, if there is a sufficient etch contrast between the
two blocks of the BCP, the underlayer affinity defect alone may provide a significant etch
barrier and produce a bridge defect in the pattern that is transferred into the substrate.
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Chapter 9: Enhancing Linear Polymer Diffusion via Protracted Colored Noise
Dynamics

9.1

Abstract
Although methods such as GPU parallelization and coarse-graining are effective methods

for increasing the efficiency of molecular simulations, additional tools may still be needed
to simulate large polymer systems on a tractable timescale. In fact, phenomena such as
defect annealing and entangled polymer diffusion are quite difficult to observe despite using
a coarse-grained model or GPU-based computing cluster to perform polymer simulations.
Here, a molecular simulation tool known as Protracted Colored Noise Dynamics (PCND)
is introduced and validated on the latest version of HOOMD-blue. PCND modifies the
statistical mechanical approach of molecular dynamics simulations by adding time-correlated
stochastic forces along the backbone of the polymer chains and subsequently enhancing the
local diffusivity of the polymer chains. In this work, previously developed polymer PCND
functionality was updated to be compatible with HOOMD-blue version 3.0. Tests on bulk
linear homopolymer systems showed that enabling PCND significantly enhanced polymer
reptation without significantly altering the energetic landscape or the final structure.

9.2

Introduction
In comparison to small molecules, modeling polymeric systems necessitates 1) signifi-

cantly larger simulation volumes due to the molecular weight and bonded connectivity of
polymer molecules and 2) much longer simulations times due to the increased viscosity and
prohibitively slow diffusion rates observed in entangled systems. These issues have previously
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been addressed through techniques such as mesoscale modeling approximations via mean field
theory or self-consistent field theory [85–93]. Unfortunately, even these approaches are limited because despite the computational speedup associated with coarse-grained models, it is
still quite difficult to observe phenomena such as glassy aging, entangled polymer diffusion,
and block copolymer (BCP) defect annealing on realistic timescales. Additional simulation
techniques are needed to increase the efficiency of such polymer simulations.
Protracted colored noise dynamics (PCND) was first introduced by Jenkins and coworkers for modeling glassy aging in Lennard-Jones glass systems; it was then extended by Peters
and coworkers for use in linear polymer systems [70, 94–97]. Though the concept of PCND
is thoroughly described in these works, a short summary is provided here. PCND utilizes
stochastic forces in a similar fashion to Langevin or Brownian dynamics; however, the motivation behind the stochastic component in PCND is to increase the phase space sampling over
energetic barriers rather than to model implicit solvent dynamics. As described by Peters
and coworkers, “Efficient phase space sampling is achieved by (i) increasing the magnitude of
the stochastic force, (ii) decoupling the magnitude of this force from the damping coefficient,
and (iii) employing time-correlated or colored noise in the stochastic component in contrast
to the white noise of these other stochastic methods [97].” Not only has PCND been an
effective tool for efficiently modeling defect annealing in lamellar BCP structures, but it has
also been used to model self-assembly in polymer grafted nanoparticles [97–99]. Although
PCND has been widely applicable for modeling such complex phenomena, its functionality
was designed to be compatible with currently unsupported versions of HOOMD-blue. To
maintain compatibility with the latest release of HOOMD-blue (version 3.0), both the random number generator and GPU syntax needed to be updated. In this work, PCND was
extended to the latest version of HOOMD-blue and then tested on bulk linear homopolymer
systems.
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9.3

Modeling Approach

9.3.1 Colored Noise Generation
In this iteration of PCND, colored noise was generated in the same fashion as that
described by Peters and coworkers, and the relevant equations are reproduced here [70, 97].
Jenkins first incorporated PCND into molecular simulations by implementing stochastic noise
via additional force vectors on the constituent particles; however, the correlation between
these force vectors underwent exponential decay over time [95, 96]. Equation 9.1 describes
the time evolution of the time-correlated noise magnitude ϵ(t):
√
ξ τ η(t) − ϵ(t)
dϵ(t)
=
,
dt
τ

(9.1)

where ξ is the root mean square magnitude of the PCND forces, τ is the correlation time,
and η(t) is uncorrelated white noise.
This relationship leads to the following statistical properties outlined in Eqs. 9.2 and 9.3:

⟨ϵ(t)⟩ = 0,

"

|t − s|
⟨ϵ(t)ϵ(s)⟩ = ξ 2 exp −
τ

(9.2)

#
(9.3)

The distribution of initial force values is described by Eq. 9.4:
"
#
1
ϵ20
P(ϵ0 ) =
exp − 2
2πξ 2
2ξ

(9.4)

The algorithm described by Fox and coworkers was used to generate PCND forces in
the original work described by Jenkins and coworkers, the subsequent adaptation to linear
polymer systems described by Peters and coworkers, and the iteration described here [70,
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95–97, 100]. This algorithm generates an initial condition ϵ0 via the Box-Muller transform
shown in Eq. 9.5:

1

ϵ0 = ξ[−2 ln(a)] 2 cos(2πb),

(9.5)

where a and b are uniformly distributed random numbers between 0 and 1. Equations 9.6 9.8 are then used to integrate the colored noise through time:
#
∆t
,
E = exp −
τ
"

1

(9.6)

h = ξ[−2(1 − E 2 ) ln(a)] 2 cos(2πb),

(9.7)

ϵt+∆t = E · ϵt + h

(9.8)

The uniformly distributed random numbers are generated every time step for all particles
on which the PCND force is being applied. Random numbers are generated using HOOMDblue’s built-in random123 generator which constructs the seed from the PCND module’s
class ID, current timestep, user-defined seed, and a particle counter. This seed construction
prevents correlation between one seed output to the next and is described in more detail by
Glotzer and coworkers and Worley and coworkers [101, 102].

9.3.2 PCND Applied to Linear Polymers
As described by Peters and coworkers, applying PCND to non-bonded systems such as a
Lennard-Jones glass uniformly increased the intensity and time correlation of thermal fluctuations throughout the system; however, this force alone is ineffective in polymer systems due
to the anisotropic nature of polymer diffusion [70,97]. To encourage the snake-like reptation
described by de Genne and increase sampling over large energetic barriers, the PCND force
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is oriented along the contour of the polymer backbone [103, 104]. This is accomplished by
taking the magnitude and 1D direction of the stochastic force ϵ(t) calculated via Eqs. 9.4 9.8 and applying it along the direction of the chain’s contour. By implementing PCND as an
angular potential in HOOMD-blue, the position coordinates are readily available by reading
in the angle topology of the system, and the direction of the force vectors are calculated by
taking the vector of the two exterior beads that are constituents of the same angle triplet.
For all beads other than the end beads of the polymer chain, the PCND force is applied in
equal magnitude but varying direction based on the vector between the outer beads of each
triplet, as shown in Fig. 9.1. A sign change in the PCND force corresponds to a change in
direction so that the polymer chain may diffuse in either direction.

Figure 9.1: In polymer PCND, stochastic forces are applied along the backbone of the
polymer chain. The forces are applied on the central bead of each triplet and is directed
along the vector between the two exterior beads. The force magnitude is the same for every
bead on the chain other than the end beads, which do not experience PCND force.
Adapted from Peters and coworkers [97].
Because this work is simply an update and enhancement of an existing polymer PCND
functionality, the parameters which describe PCND are the same as those detailed by both
Jenkins and Peters but are described again here [70,95–97]. The correlation time, or the time
over which the PCND force changes magnitude is determined by the user-defined parameter
τ . The root mean square force magnitude is determined by the user-defined parameter ξ.
Peters and coworkers have previously demonstrated the effect of τ on the degree of correlation
in the stochastic PCND force. In summary, a τ of zero corresponds to completely random
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noise, and the correlation time of the PCND force increases as τ increases, which results in
more gradual changes in direction for the PCND force.

9.3.3 Linear Polymer Model
Rather than using the coarse-grained BCP model described in Sec. 2.2 and used throughout the rest of this work, the model used to validate the polymer PCND functionality in
HOOMD-blue version 3.0 was a simple linear homopolymer based upon the model provided in the HOOMD-blue documentation. The parameters reported here are based upon
HOOMD-blue’s internally self-consistent system of units. A harmonic bond potential couples two consecutive beads i and j as constituents of a polymer chain. This potential takes
the form

VB (rij ) =

1
· kB,ij · (rij − r0,ij )2 ,
2

(9.9)

where VB (rij ) is the harmonic bond potential, kB,ij is the bond force constant, rij is the actual
bond length, and r0,ij is the equilibrium bond length. In this work, kB,ij = 100, and r0,ij =
1.0.
In addition to the harmonic bond potential, a harmonic angle potential on the angle θijk
models bond-angle vibration between a triplet of beads i, j, and k. This potential takes the
form

VA (θijk ) =

1
· kA,ijk · (θijk − θ0,ijk )2 ,
2

(9.10)

where VA (θijk ) is the harmonic angle potential, kA,ijk is the angle force constant, θijk is the
actual angle, and θ0,ijk is the equilibrium angle. In this work, kA,ijk = 100 and θeq =

2π
3

rad,

or 120°.
Lastly each pair of beads i and j that is neither bonded nor part of the same harmonic
angle potential is acted upon by a non-bonded pair potential of the form
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"
VLJ (rij ) = ϵij ·

σij
rij

12


−2·

σij
rij

6 #
,

(9.11)

where VLJ (rij ) is the non-bonded potential, ϵij is the strength of the non-bonded interaction,
σij is the distance at which the inter-molecular potential between particles i and j is zero,
and rij is the actual distance between the two beads. In this work, ϵij = 1 and σij = 1. The
non-bonded potential has a cutoff radius of Rcut = 2.5, meaning that VLJ (rij ) is set to zero
for bead pairs in which rij ≥ Rcut .
The linear homopolymer chains used in this work were composed of 20 beads each, and
there were 400 total chains in the system arranged in a 20 x 20 x 20 cubic box. The systems
were initialized by constructing individual chains as rigid rods with all beads equally spaced
on a lattice, and all chains spaced equally from one another. An example of this so-called
“pencils in a box” initial configuration can be seen in Fig. 9.2.

Figure 9.2: The linear homopolymer chains used in this study were initialized along a
lattice in a cubic simulation box.
MD simulations were executed using HOOMD-blue on a local workstation containing Nvidia GTX 1080Ti GPUs [67, 68]. Simulation results were then visualized in Vi134

sual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) and analyzed using the Freud particle simulation analysis
toolkit [69, 105].
To determine the equilibrium density and volume for this system, simulations were executed in the isothermal-isobaric (NPT) ensemble, in which the number of particles/beads
(N), system pressure (P), and temperature (T) are held constant; however, the system volume is allowed to fluctuate. The standard HOOMD NPT integrator was used to perform
NPT integration via the MTK barostat-thermostat. For these simulations, the setpoint
temperature was kT = 4.5, the thermostat coupling constant was τ = 1.0, the isotropic
pressure setpoint was S = P = 2.0, the barostat coupling constant was τ S = 1.2, and the
integration timestep was dt = 0.005. Isotropic (i.e., all three dimensions varied equally)
NPT simulations were run for six million timesteps to determine the equilibrium volume of
this 400-chain system.
After determining the equilibrium volume for this system, the system underwent MD in
the canonical (NVT) ensemble, in which the number of particles/beads (N), total system
volume (V), and temperature (T) are held constant; however, the system pressure is allowed
to fluctuate. The standard HOOMD NVT integrator was used to perform NVT integration
via the Nosé-Hoover thermostat. In all NVT simulations, the setpoint temperature was kT
= 4.5, the controller coupling constant was τ = 1.0, and the integration timestep was dt =
0.005. NVT simulations were run for one million timesteps for varying τ and ξ parameters;
however, PCND was only enabled for the final 500,000 timesteps. The resulting dynamic
and structural profiles of each simulation were analyzed using the Freud particle simulation
analysis toolkit [105].

9.4

Results and Discussion
Figure 9.3 shows the effects of the PCND parameters ξ and τ on the system’s mean

squared displacement (MSD) as a function of time. As seen in Fig. 9.3, there is no difference
in the MSD profiles prior to the PCND force being added to the simulation state. This is be135

cause every system only underwent traditional MD prior to PCND being enabled. Although
there is little differentiation between the MSD profiles for approximately 125,000 timesteps,
a strong dependence develops between MSD and both ξ and τ for the final portion of the
simulation once significant diffusion begins to occur. As seen here, very modest ξ and τ values can drastically increase the average diffusivity of the system. Although not shown here,
further increases in ξ do not necessarily result in further increases in MSD - in fact, there
is a critical ξ above which MSD is suppressed because the system is possibly overdamped.
Care must also be taken to ensure that the simulation state is sufficiently relaxed prior to
enabling PCND in order to prevent the simulation box from drifting translationally due to
the PCND forces being directionally correlated across multiple chains.

Figure 9.3: The system’s mean squared displacement was calculated every 1000 timesteps
for simulations with PCND enabled for the final 500,000 timesteps. Results are shown for
varying ξ at constant τ (a), as well as varying τ at constant ξ (b).
Figure 9.4 shows the effects of the PCND parameters ξ and τ on the system’s radial
distribution function as a function of time. Across both Figs. 9.4(a) and (b), there was
no change in the time-averaged RDF as a function of either parameter. These results are
promising because this indicates that although polymer diffusion is enhanced by PCND, the
final structure is unperturbed. Additionally, the lack of multiple peaks indicates that the
bulk polymer is in the melt phase. This indicates that the simulation temperature is above
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the system’s glass transition and that the perfect overlay of RDF profiles is not due to glassy
mechanics.

Figure 9.4: The system’s radial distribution function was calculated and averaged over the
final 500 timesteps of the simulation and then plotted as a function of ξ (a) and τ (b).

9.5

Summary and Conclusions
Molecular dynamics simulations were used to test the validity of protracted colored noise

dynamics in HOOMD-blue version 3.0. PCND was found to greatly enhance polymer diffusion, as evidenced by the drastic enhancement in mean squared displacement. Because
PCND ultimately alters the potential energy profile of the system, it is best implemented
in short bursts rather than remaining enabled for the entire simulation. Based upon the
behavior seen in the dynamic and structural profiles of the homopolymer system tested here,
it can be concluded that this iteration of PCND functions as expected and can be applied
to future linear polymer systems in HOOMD-blue version 3.0.
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Chapter 10: Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

10.1

Conclusions

As semiconductor technology progresses and the desired feature sizes shrink below 10
nm, the lithography community continues to seek alternative patterning techniques that will
enable the continuation of Moore’s law beyond the practical limits of optical lithography.
Although several options have been proposed, including electron beam lithography, ion beam
lithography, extreme ultraviolet lithography, and nano-imprint lithography, each comes with
its set of limitations, whether it be prohibitive instrumentation costs, low throughput, or high
levels of defectivity. The work presented here investigated yet another alternative patterning
technology, block copolymer directed self-assembly. The primary objectives of this work were
two-fold: 1) determine methods for modulating the achievable feature sizes for a single BCP
without significantly increasing interfacial roughness, and 2) investigate the root causes of
bridge defectivity in BCP structures and propose techniques for mitigating these defects.
In Chapter 3, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to probe the
effects of symmetric homopolymer addition on line edge roughness and line width roughness.
While symmetric homopolymer addition can be used to modulate the BCP pitch, it also leads
to through-film lamellar deformation. Through-film deformation can negatively the pattern
that is ultimately transferred into the substrate. Increasing homopolymer concentration
was found to increase the LER and LWR in both the top and bottom regions of the film.
This increase in LER and LWR with increasing concentration is likely due to homopolymer
compositional fluctuations throughout the length of the lamellae. For films with high degrees
of homopolymer concentration, LER and LWR does not increase proportionally between the
top and bottom of the film or between pinned and unpinned lamellae – this is likely due to
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excessive homopolymer segregation. While LER and LWR for films with low homopolymer
concentrations show little sensitivity to pinning stripe width, a dependence on pinning stripe
width develops at larger concentrations for unpinned lamellae at both the top and bottom of
the film. Cross-sectional variations in LER and LWR between the free surface and substrate
can negatively impact the fidelity of the final transferred pattern.
In Chapter 4, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate
the effects of homopolymer chain length on LER and LWR, as well as the PSD(0) and ξ
parameters that characterize their behavior. Although reducing chain length is shown to have
a slight effect on reducing LWR, the same reduction is not seen in LER. This suggests that
shorter chain lengths lead to an increased degree of correlation between adjacent lamellae
interfaces, but do not have a significant impact on single lamellae interfaces. It is also evident
that homopolymer segregation to both the top and bottom of the film lead to inconsistent
LER and LWR in the cross-section of the film. Variations in roughness through the film’s
cross section will likely have a negative effect on the resulting pattern left behind after
subsequent etch processes.
In Chapter 5, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the
effects of blending block copolymers of differing molecular weights on LER and LWR, as well
as the PSD parameters PSD(0) and ξ which characterize their behavior. The entropic penalty
of blending BCP chains with large variations in molecular weight is evident in the LER and
LWR behavior in the top 5 nm and bottom 5 nm as the films increasingly deviate from a pure
BCP state. Not only does a high entropy state directly lead to increased LER, but it also
decreases the degree of correlation between adjacent lamellae, which significantly increases
LWR. This could potentially be alleviated by blending discrete BCP populations with less
significant molecular weight differences; however, the pitch range of these blends would be
greatly reduced compared to the range of achievable pitch sizes shown here. Additionally,
the difference in ξ behavior in the bottom 5 nm between pinned and unpinned lamellae in
Sec. 5.5.1.2 compared to Sec. 5.5.2.2 suggests that the lack of guidance in unpinned lamellae
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directly leads to an increased range of low frequency roughness; however, this low frequency
roughness is correlated between adjacent lamellae. However, despite the increased LER and
LWR in the blends shown here, the magnitude of roughness is lower in these blends compared
to the BCP/homopolymer blends studied previously in Chs.

3 and 4 [81]. This suggests

that blending BCPs of variable MW is a more effective method of pitch modulation than
blending BCP with homopolymer. However, the selection of appropriate molecular weights
for blending must be optimized to simultaneously achieve pitch tuning without a significant
increase in LER or LWR.
In Chapter 6, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to probe the
effects of underlayer affinity defect radius on bridge defect formation and propagation in the
overlying block copolymer film. The presence of an affinity defect in the underlayer was
found to induce a bridge defect in the block copolymer film that equilibrated to a thickness
of roughly one polymer chain. It was also found that the bridge defect’s lateral size (i.e.,
in the plane parallel to the substrate) increased with increasing RoD; however, the defect
remained confined to the bottom 2–3 nm of the BCP film despite this lateral expansion. This
means that underlayer affinity defects alone likely cannot spawn bridge defects of appreciable
thickness in pure, monodisperse BCP films.
In Chapter 7, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate
the effects of BCP material properties on bridge defect formation and propagation atop a
chemoepitaxial underlayer containing a local affinity defect. Although high-N systems initially formed thicker bridges than their low-N counterparts, no significant difference in the
bridge thickness was observed at long annealing times once long-range ordering took place.
After thermally annealing for 16 µs, nearly every system studied here contained a bridge
defect of minimal thickness (roughly one BCP chain thick), indicating that BCP material
properties alone have no effect on the equilibrium bridge thickness. These results indicate
that in an ideal, monodisperse block copolymer aligned using chemoepitaxial DSA, underlayer affinity defects appear to be unable to spawn bridge defects of appreciable thickness in
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the BCP film. Therefore, if the block copolymer film itself plays a role in contributing to the
formation and observance of bridge defects, it appears that other factors must be involved.
In Chapter 8, coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate the
effects of errors in BCP material synthesis and DSA processing on bridge defect formation
and propagation atop a chemoepitaxial underlayer containing a local affinity defect. These
complexities included homopolymer contamination, polymer block dispersity, and underlayers with increasing density multiplication. After thermally annealing for 5 µs, nearly every
system without a large scale defect contained a bridge defect of minimal thickness (roughly
one BCP chain thick), indicating that while these features do increase the overall defectivity
of the BCP film, they do not directly impact bridge thickness in isolation. These results
indicate that thick bridge defects do not necessarily need to be present in the BCP film for
a bridge defect to appear in the final pattern. In fact, if there is a sufficient etch contrast
between the two blocks of the BCP, the underlayer affinity defect alone may provide a significant etch barrier and produce a bridge defect in the pattern that is transferred into the
substrate.
In Chapter 9, molecular dynamics simulations were used to test the validity of protracted
colored noise dynamics in HOOMD-blue version 3.0. PCND was found to greatly enhance
polymer diffusion, as evidenced by the orders of magnitude increase in mean squared displacement. Because PCND ultimately alters the potential energy profile of the system, it is
best implemented in short bursts rather than remaining enabled for the entire simulation.
Despite the elevated potential energy measured in systems with increasing PCND force magnitude ξ, this had no effect on the final structure of the system, as evidenced by the perfect
overlay of each RDF regardless of the PCND parameters used. Based upon the behavior
seen in the dynamic and structural profiles of the homopolymer system tested here, it can
be concluded that this iteration of PCND functions as expected and can be applied to future
linear polymer systems in HOOMD-blue version 3.0.
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10.2

Recommendations for Future Work

Further studies into bridge defectivity are needed to fully characterize their root causes.
Although it has been shown here that underlayer affinity defects do spawn bridge defects
in the overlying BCP film, these bridge defects are rather thin. Studies into the effects of
underlayer properties such as topography between the guiding stripes and background region,
guiding stripe cross-link density, and underlayer chain stiffness on bridge defect thickness
should be conducted in order to understand which DSA processes should be optimized.
Further development into the PCND functionality described in Ch. 9 is needed so that
PCND can be published and readily available to the HOOMD-blue community. Although
the current implementation has been shown to work when computed on GPUs, it should
also be extended to function on both single CPUs and multiple CPUs via MPI domain
decomposition. PCND functionality should also be extended to non-linear polymers and
other non-bonded systems such as Lennard-Jones glasses.
Lastly, new BCP models should be developed to capture the current state of the art
in BCP material technology. Although the current coarse-grained approximation of PS-bPMMA has been quite useful in modeling defect annealing, homopolymer blending, and
DSA atop underlayers with varying properties, this work should be extended to other high-χ
BCP materials. This work is challenging because it introduces factors such as structural and
energetic asymmetry between the two BCP blocks. Despite the challenging nature of this
work, it is necessary to parameterize additional BCP models in order to collaborate with
research groups who specialize in novel BCP material synthesis.
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